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The Hanford reservation has been a part of life in Eastern
1 Washington for more than four decades, but only recently
have the consequences of a nuclear neighbor surfaced.
"The Hanford Question," a team reporting project by
EWU journalism students, examines safety, environmental
,and social issues which surround the past, present and future
of the controversial nuclear facility.
The basis for much of the information was a day-long
seminar, " Hanford , The Public Health and the Law, " in
Spokane Saturday. Sponsored by the Spokane Bar Association, the seminar assembled a panel of experts to speak on
subjects of radiation law , science and medicine.
"The Hanford Question" was put together to help explain
what the Hanford nuclear facility is, how it affects our lives
now and the effect it could have on our future .
Since the meltdown of a nuclear plant in Chernobyl ,
Russia , many parallels have been drawn between that plant
and Hanford .

The effect of low-level radiation on workers and residents
was a heated question at Saturday's seminar. Just how
dangerous is it? Two doctors who have studied workers at
Hanford came up with surprisingly different conclusions
about the effect of low-level radiation on Hanford employees
and nearby residents .
Tom Bailie, one' of the " downwinders " living near Hanford ,
gives reasons why he disagrees with the experts who say
low-level radiation isn 't dangerous . Closer to home , many
students and faculty members share Bailie's concern over
the risk of radiation poisoning. Others on campus def ended
the nuclear reservation and say they have no fear of living
and working in the Hanford area .
For every opponent of Hanford , you are likely to find a
proponent. For some it is a way of making a living, to others
it is a threat to life. Chances are slim the two sides will ever
agree on the answer to the Hanford question.

See related stories on pages 1, 6, 7 and 8

Disaster prompts
reaction about
Hanford's safety
Jess Walter
Associate Editor

A nuclear accident at Chernobyl, in the heart of Russia's
wheatbelt, has focused the attention of EWU students and faculty
members on a similar reactor 120
miles away, at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation near the TriCities . Some students think the
comparisons have been exaggerated.
"They don't know all the facts
and they don't know all of the
safeguards (at Hanford)," said
Shari Roddy, 22, whose family
lives in Richland. Her father
works at Hanford and she has
worked there the past two summers.
"I hear people say that we've
been bi·ainwashed, but I think we
just know what's going on better -- and we know how safe it
really is," Roddy said.
Mary Ann Morrow , 22, also of

Richland, agrees: "I've lived
there all my life and nothing's
happened. Both my parents work
there and they haven't had cancer or anything."
Graduate student Laurel
Boone-Helm is less confident
about Hanford's safety.
"I had an opportunity for a
good-paying job down there, but I
won't go because of the potential
risk. There's just too m<;lDY things
we don't know about," said
Boone-Helm, 'l:l.
Steve Schirman, 22, also worries about the possibility of an
accident at Hanford, but he believes the United States is better
prepared to deal with an accident
if one should occur.
"It's the same kind (of reactor)
that is at Chernobyl, but I trust
the candidness of officials and the
better reporting of the media. It's
federally regulated and I feel that·
it's better regulated.''
Some EWU faculty members
(continued on page 8)

Su~pect apprehended in
Phase locker break-ins
I

University Police apprehended
a man they believe may be
responsible for 15 recent thefts
from lockers in the Phase, where
bolt cutters were used to break 10
of the locks.
The suspect, a Spokane resident, opened an unlocked locker
that Sgt. Vertie Brown had under·
surveillance and removed a
wallet from inside, April 28. He
wasn't carrying bolt cutters.
"I feel there's a strong possl-.
bility that he's involved in those

other thefts," Brown said Tuesday. The suspect, who doesn't
attend EWU, has yet to be
charged.
One reason Brown suspects this
man may be linked to the other
incidents is that the thefts have
stopped since the arrest.
Fifteen lockers· were broken
into, and oyer $400 was stolen in
the tw&week spree. 'lbe thief
continued to work the mens, staff
and faculty locker rooms even
after security was beefed up,
often using the bolt cutters.

International Night raises over $800

Easterner editor position open
Applications for next year's
Easterner editor are currently
being accepted; deadline is Friday, May 23.
Applications can be obtained in
the Associated Students office,
third floor, PUB.
Qualifications for the postilion
include:
•A 3.0 GPA at the time of
application.
.
. •Junior or higher class standmg.

•Be enrolled at Eastern with a

minimum of 10 credits.
•Journalism experience
demonstrated by completion of
courses in basic news writing and
editing, journalism law (or
proven competency in that area)
or have worked as a professional
journalist or editor of a college
newspaper for no less than two
quarters.
Along with applications, candidates must •ubmtt proof of
previous jolll'll8liatic work. . .
For further infonnauon, contact the Eastemer at

-.o.

by Dianne Meints
Staff Reporter

For a few hours Saturday
night, the Thorpe Fieldhouse
didn't look like an indoor athletic
complex. It looked more like an
exhibition at a World's Fair.
Posters of various countries from
all over the world lines the walls.
Foreign students in their native
dress walked around greeting
each other, and the people who
came to enjoy the sights and

sounds.
· 'lbe event was the second annual International Night, presented by the· International Student Association. Yousif Kaddoura, in charge of public relations for the ISA, said, "We're so
glad it's successful, we're sure it
will be an annual event now."
Kaddoura was also enthusiastic
about the crowd of over 600 that
came out to enjoy the night. Over
$800 was raised in ticket sales.
Folk dance and food were the
.

highlights of the evening. Also,
Eastern's Jazz III Unlimited dancers performed two routines. The
folk dances included Chinese
dance and the performance of a
Malasian fairy tale. There was
also a lot of food available at low
prices, from 50 cents for sushi or
a dessert, on up.
Even though the International
Night was a success and was
enjoyed by everyone, there are
some concerns among the foreign
.~oallQtlO~
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Suspension ruling reversed
for three Spokane students
The three students were suspended by Schuerman after Nollette wa& caught handing out the
second edition of the "Social
Register" in North Central hallways. Hoffman and Sullivan admitted their involvement.
Schuerman, who described
himself as the "policeman of the
security of the building and the
students" in an interview Wednesday, said that the paper is
"obscene and defamatory." He
said that the article ridiculing
"Eagle Weekend," a leadership
training camp, damaged the
school climate and that a senior
keg article promoted alcohol.
Hoffman said it depends on
what you are looking for in the
paper. The s~nior keg article
states that the keg. is for seniors
only and that if you drink too
much, stay the night or plan to
ride with someone who is not
drinking.
.
The Social Register springs
· from a mixture of intentions,
according to Hoffman and Sullivan.
"It was my idea to start with,"
said Hoffman. "I knew about an
underground newspaper at Dartmouth College and I thought it
would be fun."
"A lot of the students aren't
represented," said Sullivan, a
juniqr and ASB representative.
"Besides, I thought I could get
more dates."
' 'A lot of kids come and tell me
about problems they are having
with the administration," said

by Jennifer Duff
Starr Reporter

Hoffman, a senior and secretary
of the National Honor Society.
''Everybody knows I want to be a
lawyer." He said that the paper is
a way for students to talk about
unfair treatment without worrying about getting into more trouble.
Hoffman, Sullivan, and Nollette received mixed reactions
from teachers when they returned to school.
Hoffman said that most of bis
teachers supported him; Sullivan
said that one of his teachers
approved bis standing up for bis
rights; Nollette said thatrhe felt
that s1·lot of.teachers looked down
on him for his involvement. All
three felt that the teachers didn't
feel free to openly support them
because of the conflict with the
administration.
The third edition of Social
Register, published during the
three-day suspension and distributed across the street from the
school, is filled with quotes about
freedoms and rights by Mark
Twain, Henry David Thoreau,
and a shoi:-t essay by Harold
Laski, "The Dangers of Obedience."
'' It was an educational process," said Mrs. Martha Hoffman, Erik's mother. "They worked really hard."
The next edition..will be out next
Friday probably, said Hoffman.
The · response from students has
been great. Hoffman said they
have received letters and articles
from students.

Assistant Principal Dennis
Schuerman 's decision to suspend
three Spokane nigh school students for distributing their underground newspaper on campus
was reversed on Thursday by
District 81 officials.
"Other means of intervention
should have been employed
first," said Bill Zimmer, a district area director' in an interview Thursday. He said that the
reversal was based on discipline
procedures stated in the Students' Rights and Responsibilities.
Although the three-day suspension has already been served, all
mention of the disciplinary action
will be erased from the students
recor<fs, said Zimmer.
Erick Hoffman, Scott Sullivan,
and Maury Nollette and their
parents protested the suspension
with letters to school officials and
finally in a conference on Wednesday morning with Zimmer.
According to a letter to North
Central Principal Richard T. Pelkie, the parents requested reverby Katie Kelley
with only 13 percent of the land.
sal of the suspension on the basis
Staff Reporter
Whites also control 95 percent of · that the boys were exercising
the ~onomy and all of the
their just rights of good citizenJust two weeks after his father
government.
ship;
that there were discrepanwas murdered in apartheid-relatcies
in
handling the suspension;
·"If we want peaceful change in
ed violence, Dr. Themba Sono, a
South Africa we must tell the 350
and that "disruptive conduct,"
native South African author, preU.S.
corporations
that
are
in
the formal charge, is defined a!,
sented a lecture at EWU on the .
''interfering substantially with
South
Afr;tca
to
pick
up
their
$26
changing situation of apartheid.
the
education process" and that
billion
and
get
out,
because
when
Sono told an audience of .about
had not been demonstrated.
the black )>eople come to power
70 people in the PUB last Thurson
their
own,
they
shall
never
day that because white racists
forget wh<fwas on the side of the
control South Africa, the impovoppressor," said Sono.
erished blacks are supporting
"The answer to apartheid lies
apartheid as a means of survival.
here
in the United States," he
"Apartheid is no longer a quessaid. "It is up to the American
tion of black versus white bepeople to say something about
cause the white racist has peneapartheid."
trated black social stream. It is
Sono asked that people find out
now .impossible to distinguish
if their banks and the companies
Black Awareness Week is May
who is an enemy and who is a
they
work
for
and
do
business
12-17, and Eastern Washington
friend," claimed Sono. His fathwith have investments in South
University's Black Student Union
er, for instance, was murdered
Africa. If they do, he urges
has scheduled some events
by blacks who support apartheid.
Americans
to
do
business
elsethroughouttbeweek.
Sono, who is now a U.S. citizen,
where.
On May 17, from 9 a .m. to 3
was born in South Africa in 1944.
One
student
commented
that
p.m. in the PUB, a workshop
He received a Ph.D. in politicai
students at Whitworth College
science from George Washington
entitled ''Getting the Most Out ·of
went before their board -of trusa College Education, a workshop
University. He is the editor and
The second annual Dr. Carroll
tees
to
ask
that
Whitwortb's
for minority students" is schepublisher of 1be ·I nternational
B. Marchant Reading Scholarinvestments
in
South
Africa
be
duled as follows:
Journal of World Studies and
ship will be awarded during the
withdrawn,
and
Gonzaga
is
in
the
- Session A, from 10-11:30 a.m.
director of African Research and
1986-87 academic year-to a Readprocess of doing the same. The
PUB
3F, "The Showalter ShufConsultants Inc. He is also the
ing major attending Eastem
student
questioned
'EWU's
status
fie"
will inform participants
author of three books.
Washi-ngton Univ..ersity. The
in
the
situation.
However,
Bili
about financial aid, grade apAccording to Sono, the 4.5
scholarship will total approxiShaw, director of financial serpeals, work study and more.
million whites in South· Africa
mately $600.
vices, said Eastern has no finan- Session B, from 10-11:30 a.m.
control ~ percent of the land.
Students must meet the followcial
interests
in
South
Africa.
PUB
3GB, "Where Do I Go From
That leaves the 36 million blacks
ing criteria in order to apply:
must be a full-time student at
Eastern during the 1985-86 academic year and at least two
quarters during the 1986-87 academic year; must have a 3.0
GPA; must have senior class
standing by Fall quarter 1986; .
Served from 1'1:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
must be a reading major.
Application forma are available in the Financial Aid and
Scholarship Office, Showalter
Thurs., May 8 Tomato Soup, Grilled Cbeele Sandwich, Potato Chips,
127. The application deadline ii
Beef Chow Mein, Deli Bir, White/Wheat Bread, ChocoMay 16.
•~ Chip Cootiel
,
. Dr. Marchant joined tbe ltaff of •
Cbicun Noodle Soup, Can Dop, BBQ HambmJer/
Fri., Mtq9
Eastern WulailtltOD Unlva"lity •
Ptiel, Deli Bu, White/Bwna ~ Ox:onut Cookies
in lffl. Prior to bis teacbinl at f
Sit., M,ylO
BRUNCH
Eastern, be . . . . . . . ltUdent •
teacben
In
Spokane
far
S..., Mqll
BRUNCH
•
ton State UnivenltJ,. He allo
Mon., M,y 12 . Cbicun lice Soup, lfamourpr/Priel, BoeflSptoW,
taulbt a t ~ C'Allep. He
Call Brak. Deli Bu, WhitelDm lreld, C'.bocalate Cbip
waa an admlnlllratGI' and teachCOCUI
• ID tbe public _..,_ far .a
n... ,., IJ ....... Saup, Chili, Hot .Turtey Slodwic:b, Deli
numblrfi,-.. ~ , - . .

South African author
S]!)eaks on a]!)aFtheid

Many events slated for
Marchant Black Awaren~ Week
reading

H~re," part one advised how to
make the transition from college
to the working world.
- Session C, from 12:45 to 1:45
p.m. PUB 3F, "Hitting the
Books," a lesson in time management, effective listening and note
taking.
- Session~D, from 12:45 to 1:45
PUB 3GH, "Where Do I'Go From
_Here," part two explores the
9ptionofg~aduatescbool. .
·
There will be an art exbit>it a~l
week on the second floor ?,f
Monroe Hall, and the week will
c?nclude with a dance Sat~y
mght from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. 10 the
PUB MPR.
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Editor of Wasbington magazine
to give commencement address
The Associated Students of
Eastern Washington University,
in conjunction with the school's
administration, has announced
that internationally reknown
journalist Kenneth A. Gouldthorpe will deliver the 104th
Commencement Address on June
13, 1986.

Gouldthorpe's career spans
more than 30 years of service in
many parts of the world. He is
currently editor and publisher of
WASHINGTON magazine. His
precedi_•;,g editorial turnaround of
the Seattle-based ADVENTURE
TRAVEL magazine, shortly after
his arrival in the Pacific Northwest, resulted in a total of twentyfoUII awards for ·journalistic excellence and design, incl~ding the
W~tern Publishers Association's
top honor: Best Consumer Magazine.
Gouldthorpe has handled various types of spot news and
general assignment, ranging
from politics to personalities to
bush wars, riots and revolutions,
and he has reported in depth on
lifestyles and the lively arts.
Having lighted the fuse of his
career in 1956 when he was
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize
for his coverage of the Andrea
Doria disaster, he has continued

to expand his abilities to include a
prize-winning United Nations
documentary which he co-authored.
In his spare time Gouldthorpe
has taught courses on the. use of
power editorial and design techniques in magazines, lectured on
writing courses at the Reader's
Digest and other workshops, and
. he is a contributor to several
national magazines on a variety
of topics.
Eastern's 104th Commencement exercises will open with the
traditional Grande March across
the Cheney campus on June 13 at
10:30 a.m. Commencement will
be convened by EWU President,
Dr. H. George Frederickson, at
11 a.m. in t_
he Special Events
Pavilion.
More than 2,300 students, candidates for both bachelor's and
master's degrees, are eligible to
participate in commencement.
Gouldtho~, who is expected
to join in the march across the
Cheney campus, studied at the
University of London and Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri. He joined the ST.
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH as a
staff photographer , while still
attending college, and won several press awards for his work.

As a foreign correspondent for
the Time-Life Corporation during
the early 60s, his assignments
took him to the raging conflicts in
Algeria and Cyprus and to Cold
War confrontations at the Berlin
Wall; from backstage with the
Beatles to Bombay with Pope
Paul VI. He has covered catastrophes and coronations, royal
weddings and funerals.
In 1966 he was sent by TimeLife International to Australia h>
set up the editorial operation for
LIFE's new Pacific editions. Two
years later he moved on to
Mexico City to become TLI's
editorial directot for Latin Amer•
ica.
During the decade of l;he 705, he
extend;Mf his abilities to several
other publications whHe his visionr,ry journalism and editorial
excellence culminat~ in many
awards and honors.
Mr. Gouldthorpe's address at
1· Eastern 's
commencement will
underscore the "need ,for individual excellence and its ramifications throughout contemporary
society ... and the need for
dreamers and planners for our
state."

Kenneth A. Gouldthorpe will deliver this year's commencement address on Jane 13. Gouldthorpe, editor and publisher of Wubington Magazine, was nominated for a pulitzer prize in 1956 and won 20 awards for journalistic
excellence and design while editor of Seattle hued Ad-venture Tra-vel magazine.

Councilmember Dick Gow says
meters are money-raising scheme
I

by Jodi Yancer

Spokane City Councilmember
Dick Gow feels parking fines are
just,a way to "make money."
"If this· city wants to regulate
parking," said Gow, "the $5
parking ticket is not a strong
punishment for violations." Gow,
who would like to see all downtown meters removed, believes
that the city's parking policies
are instead a scheme .to raise
money.
In 1985, the city of Spokane
funneled $360,000 from downtown
parking meters and fines for
parking violations into the municipal general fund.
Last year's net parking-related
profit, after enforcement expenses, was about $15,000 less than in
the previous three years, officials
explained. They link the decrease
to higher costs in traffic regulation and employee salaries.
Meanwhile, fines for parking violations have remained unchanged.
Nevertheless, the transfusion
. of money from parking into the
general fund, where it is used to
offset other municipal expenses,
has provoked opposition.
"We charge people for the
privilege of breaking the law .. ·.
we not only. get tl!_eir initial
quarter, but when the time expires, we also get the $5,'' said ~w.
Gow said he does not bebeve
residents -should have to pay to
park on the streets that their tax
dollars are used to maintain and
repair. He also contends that the
state limits parking revenues a
city -can collect to the actual coa.t
of providing regulation and related services. Gow said that cl~y

model ordinances that a city's
legislative body can adopt, and
are not required by law. One such
model ordinance would earmark
any profits made from parking
meters to ''parking studies and
for the I acquisition, establishment, improvement, maintenance, and operation of public
off-street parking facilities.''

hall uses what he called 11 ~reative bookkeeping,. to show that
Spokane's p•rklnl regulation
pl'Oll'ammerely breaks even. ·
But the atate guidelines Gow
cited are actually a liltln& al .

sion," said Gow, "was complaints from merchants around
the Flour Mill concerning people
parking and walking downtown to
work." Gow argues that because
of ample parking space -- the
coliseum shuttle bus lot and the
two Flour Mill lots -- "it wasn't a
matter of needing regulation, it is
a matter of making money ."
Parking around the Flour Mill
and coliseum is heavy. "If you're
a person who likes to park up
there all day long without paying," said Crum, "then there is
no need to meter that district. But
in _o rder to allow more people to
use that area for parking, then
there is a need for regulation."
Expansion of metered areas
can only be done by approval of
the city council. The council is
responsible for passing ordinances which govern traffic regulation; enforcement of the traffic
code is carried out by the Department of Traffic Engineering or
meter patrol. Following last
year's expansion, the city council
approved a live-cent increase on
one, two and three hour meters.
In January of this year, one-hour
meter fee!! rose from twenty-fiv.e
cents to thirty cents while two
and three hour meter fees increased from twenty cents to
thirty cents.
The metered areas of Spokane
are covered by seven employees;
five are on designated beats, and
two are "walkers" who empty
meters and issue t1ckets. Only
handicapped people and business
vehicles displaying valid parking
decals are exempt from tickets.
City officials estimate that revenues collected this year from
parking meters and violations
will reach $1.6 million, a $200,000
decrease from gross receipts in
••· Although revenues are expected to decline, they said the
COit qf parking Yiolations will

.

'If · we've been

collecting revenue illegally,
we've been
doing ,it for 30
years.
Deputy City Manager Roger
Crum said that historically, Spokane has used parking meters
and meter patrol to regulate
:affic in the congested area of
Jowntown.
·; 'The money collected in excess
of the cost for providing parking
regulation is certainly not going
lo balance the city budget," said
Crum. "We have a legal
staff ... we're not violating state
law. If we've been collecting
'revenue· illegally, we've been
dping it for 30 years."
Areas now regulated by meter
patrol are from Spokane Falls
Boulevard south to Sacred Heart
and Deaconess hospitals; Division Street w•t to Cedar; and the
county courthoule area.• In 1985,

tl\e m ~ area waa expanded
to the IOUtheaat quadrant of the
city,
Sprape and
the Flour Mill, which ·~
lots
ad~t to tbe bulldllll ancJ ~
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Domino's Pizza Delivers®
the tastiest, most
nutritious 'course' on
your busy schedule. We
make great custom-made
pizza and deliver - steamy
hot - in less tha1 , 30
minutest So take a break
from studying and have a
tasty treat. One call does
it all!

235-2000

1879-1 st St.
Cheney

0,,,1,1

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
@1985 Domino's Pina. Inc.
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$2.00 off any 16"
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I Good at listed
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Opinion
Secrecy of U.S. DOE
rivals Soviet silence
Last week's disaster at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
may have been the worst nuclear disaster in history, but vague
reports from Soviet officials make it impossible to judge either its
severity or potential danger to surrounding nations.
Although the Chernobyl incident is on a much larger scale,
the secrecy surrounding it is reminiscent of our own government's attitude regarding the Hanford nuclear plant.
Last February, the Department of Energy released documents
revealing that since the mid- l 940s, Hanford's plutonium reactors
contaminated parts of eastern Oregon and Washington with
major releases of radioactive Iodine 131. The documents had
been cl~ified information and were not released for fear of
damaging Hanford's public relations.
If absorbed in the human thyroid, Iodine 131 can cause abnormalities incl~ding lung cancer. Neverth~l~, for nearly three
decades Hanford officials chose not to wko residents of the
pos.,ible danger.
At both Chernobyl and Hanford, governments chose nuclear
technology over the protection of people. The explanation· for
the secrecy in both cases is simple. Both govetnments sought to
escape embarrmment and 'bad publicity. Just as the R~ians
hate to admit something went wrong at Chernobyl, so did the
Department of Energy in the Hanford situation.
Perhaps both are also afraid of the effect bad publicity might
have on nuclear programs to which they have committed
billions of dollars.
In the event of a nuclear accident, hiding facts merely to save
face is reprehensible. In the Chernobyl incident, surrounding
countries are in danger because Russia .refuses to give out
information indicating the severity of the disaster. At Hanford,
some residents downwind of the reactor live in fear that releases of radioactive iodine have already damaged their health.
Today, Washington residents face one of the century's most
important decisions: whether or not to establish a national repository for high-level nucJear waste at Hanford.
The Department of Energy is studying tqe area to determine
its suitability as a nuclear dump. If citizens are to make an intelligent decision, they must have all the facts. -The Department of
Energy cannot, as it has done in the past, ·play hide and seek
with pertinent iµformation about Hanford. During the months
to come, the OOE must put its cards on the table before w~ are
asked to bet on the future of -a nuclear waste repository in our
state.
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The article in The Easterner, 5/1/86,
correctly pointed out the growing teacher
shortage and that there has been a surge of
children in grades kindergarten through
second grade. That group of children will
reach the secondary school in about six years
and the elementary school shortage will
become a serious secondary school teacher
shortage.
Shortages of secondary school teachers in
some subject matter fields exist. ,right now.
The recent emphasis on science, math, and
foreign language in the secondary schools and
the fact that there have been too few teachers
prepared · in these fields has resulted in a

In answer to the letter of Susan Smith, I
thank God every day that not only some but all
people in America, myself included, have the
privilege of living in a country where there is
freedom. Freedom to go where we wish to go.
But this freedom did not come to us free
gratis. It is so very easy to foi:get that this
freed om was bought with a price, a price paid
by brave men and women whose lives were
sacrificed for their love~ ones at home, so we
wouldn't have to live in fear.
We cannot sit and fold our hands in our lap
while r~addafi's men, or others like him,
continut ·~o terrorize the whole world, kidnap
our-loved ones, plant bombs in our airports, on
our planes, in our· embassies, or ba~~s where
we house our service men and women. Should
we not consider or value the lives of OUR
fellow Americans? Is retaliation being considered ~s terrorism: I think not. We cannot
afford to lose what this great nation has fought ·
for and stands for! We must take a stand to
protect these liberties, even if we have to
stand alone.
I have three sons, Ted Jernigan, who
served in the Air Force, and two who are
presently serving in the Navy, AD-1 James R.
Jernigan, who is, at the present, residing on
the Aircraft Carrier The Coral Sea and ADC
Mark Jernigan who js serving at Barber's Point, Hawaii. They, Jlong.witti many others,
are serving their country so that you and I will
continue to have this freedom. I can assure
you that I am very: proud of 't hem an~
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shortage for the last several years. Teachers
prepared in vocational areas such as business
and tr...ochnology are also in short supply.
Elementary and secondary teachers retire,
find better opportunities elsewhere, and for
personal reasons create vacancies everywhere and every year. Elementary and
secondary teachers graduating from EWU
have been filling these vacancies each year
and there are many jobs available if one is
able to move to where they are. Starting
salaries are increasing and will continue to
rise as the shortage gets worse.
William Katz
Dean, School of Human
Learning & Development

More comment on Khaddafi

are

•
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Secondary school teachers needed

In spite of the beliefs of George Frederickson, Ron Raver
and Mary Rubright, the admission of Eastern Washington
University intercollegiate athletics into the Big Sky Conference won't -- even it if comes to pass - be the end of Eastern's
financial woes. The Big Sky is no promised land. The news
that the conference might again consider EWU for membership (Spokesman-Review·April 23, 1986) should be approached
with nothing less than suspicion.
Last spring, we were all told repeatedly by the university's
athletic directors that to remain independent athletically
was not financially feasible. Following the rejection of
Eastern's application for membership by Big Sky Conference
presidents, the response of our athletic department leaders
seemed to be "kiss-off, we can make it on our own." weve
"made it on our own" by averaging just over 3,500 peop:Je in
attendance at four home football games - an average that is
skewed dramatically upward by a crowd of nearly 8,000 who
wanted to see the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. Attendance
totals for basketball games (men's and women's) probably
don't even average in four figures.
The tragedy in these home attendance figures is doubleedged. Not pril~ are students paying handsomely for
something that they obviously are not interested in, but
visiting teams require a guar•nteed payment simply for
showing up - regardless of whether or not anyone is watching.
Next year's budget calls for '87~500 to be spent on
"guarantees." ,._'l's '87,500 for crowds that are more often
~ to 2,000 than they
to.~ upwardly lkewed ·•~era1e.
Tell me •Pin what tbe benefit ol this eolaual waste ol money
is ..,a1ed to.be! . '. .
·
. ..
·Let's look at tbe .other ,cl,e of tbaf 'aWCJfd,apin .:. tbe CCllt to ........ LIit .......~.Ba,&enll' interview with the athletic
dindGn.
., d._Alloclate4Studellll-. .......
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Correspondence

Acreptance to Big Sky
won't end money woes
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appreciate their efforts to preserve our
country and our freedom.
I very much resent your statement that
"OUR MILITARY," of which my sons are a
part, "IS WORTHLESS, UNDER-PREPARED" and "MADE FOOLS OF THEMSELVES
AND THIS COUNTRY." I can assure you that
they, along with the many other men and
women, are better trained, and better prepared than any other country i_n the world, and
last but not least, are loved, respected, and
appreciated more in our country than in any
other country where lives have very little
meaning.
Instead of criticizing our president and all of
our brave men and women in the whole
combined armed forces who are putting their
lives on the line for you and me, why don't you
try PRAYING for them and giving them your
support. It, is scary out there, and I KNOW
. they would .. apfreciate it. Pray for our
president and al the leaders of our country.
There· are difficult decisions to be made;
decisions of which we are unaware. Our
leaders need to know that we the people of
America, will give our support and prayers
during the many difficult and trying days
which we are now living. ,
From a mother who cares and prays for not
only my sons but for all the mothers' sons and

in

daughters who are putting their lives on the
line for you and me. I give them my thanks,
and my support! May God bless them and
keep them safe!
Oletha Jemlgan
1

May 8, 1986
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CamJ)us Forum
Switching to semester system
researched by facuity petition
Attempting to get faculty reaction to a proposal to
change the university over to a semester system, Eastern
Washington University's Faculty Qrganization will circulate
a petition among faculty early next week.
This year, the faculty hope to get more response than
last year's 40. The petition asks faculty to choose between
the current quarter system and the proposed early semester
system and to state a rationale behind the decision.
The early semester system would break the academic

Pro Statement for early semester prepared by
,Leo Simpson Management
Once again it's time to survey the faculty on their
preference between the early semester and quarter systems.
An extensive study of this question (including a faculty
survey) was com'pleted 5/15/85 by the Committee on Alternative Schedules, chaired by Neil Groenen. Based upon the
facuity survey, the discussions of the committee, and other
research information, the committee recommended the four
quarter system be changed to a three semester system
and explained a framework for conversion. Evidently, one
of the committee members disagreed and so it is once
again necessary for the faculty to respond. Please respond
to the survey so it is clear how you feel.
This paper presents many of the pro and con argu•
ments regarding this issue. lf the faculty would indicate
strong support for early semester, implementation procedures could be planned and further surveys and committee
work could be avoided.
The following justification includes the rationale of the
EWU Committee on Alternative Schedules but not the implementation procedures. Implementation can be done by
following any of numerous conversions that have taken
place in other universities.
Positive Factors:
l. After considering volumes of information, the EWU
· Committee on Alternative Schedules rCCQmmended
changing to the early semester system.
2. Seventy-rive per cent of the EWU faculty responding
to the last survey recommended changing to the early
semester system.
3. According to AACRAO reports (American Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers), colleges and universities on the early semester system nationwide have gone from 3% to 64% in the last 18
years while the quarter system remained relatively
stagnant at about 24%.
4. The quarter system requires more faculty preparation
time than the semester system (three times rather than
two).

5. Time used in testing (including an extra exam week)
vs. time available is much higher in the quarter system,
compromising time which could be used in teaching
and advising.
6. The quarter system overemphasizes short term learning
sequences. A scholarly pace which allows sufficient
time to utilize library rcs>uJ'a:s and complete substantial
projects is pcmible under the semester system.
7. Scheduling of classes and student programs will be simplified by the early semester system.

In Praise of the Qurter System
Some people have claimed that switching the EWU
academic calendar from the quarter system to the early
semester system will redu<;e dread of· nuclear holocaust,
diminish faculty burnout, and improve trout fishing. I
believe that these people are misguidedly investing exaggerated expectations in a revolution which would not only
be costly and tedious but also unwise.
, Some people have implied that universities are abandoning the quarter system because it is less satisfactory than
the •early semester system. That is not so. Many institutions have decided that the early semester system is preferable to the traditional semester and the 4-1 ·4 systems.
But the quarter system has remained in health and honor
at institutions where it is established.
Demonstrating the absolute superiority of a particular
calendar system for a particular institution is seldom possible. The advantagea of any given system for regular
students, part-time students, staff, faculty members, af!ect•
ed families, for the university budaet, for •the state's businea community .~ for the cdlational process itself are
often at odds and .they,defy objective measure.
• 'The admi._tioD may not 1like the extra costs entailed
in quarterly reptration and some faculty members and stu•
dents may dunk that three. finals· weeki in the replar
~ ,year Ill: too~ many. On the othcri haJld, the
qmrter l)llem often COllliderlbly . , . . fleDillty duoulh
ill slater ICMlmic HHions; It •ii IIIOd in -noarly all
Wubinatqn State illltitutionl ..of biper lelJ'nina and it··ia
relatiWlly oompatible with the K· 12 1Cbed111i111.
I believe. that the quarter system, by virtue of ill flexi.

are rr

year down to three semesters. The first would begin in late
August and be co~pleted before Christmas. The second
would begin after Christmas and end in May. The summer
semester would be either one eight-week session with half
of the number of semester credit hours available or two
eight-week sessions with a doubling of contact hours to
give half semester credits.
The following is a guest point/counterpoint from EWU
faculty members on the early semester proposal.

Most textbooks are designed for a semester system
saving students money.
9. Early . semesters substantially reduce administrative
overhead (hopefully all budget savings would go to
academics).
a. Substantial savings would be possible in Admissions,
Registration, Grade Reporting, Records, Financial Aid
Processing, Scheduling, Advising, Computer Utilization
and other admi.nistrative functions related to opening
and closing one less academic period.
I0. The early semester system would bring us into alignment with Gonzaga, Whitworth, Whitman, WSU, University of Idaho (all of the Inland Empire 4-year colleges and universities) as well as 60% of the nation's
colleges and universities.
1i. The early semester system would correspond better to
public schools for university employees with children.
12. The lnterinstitutional Committee of Academic Officers
of 4-year Washington institutions formed a commit·
tee called the lnterinstitutional Semester Calendar
Committee including Melanie Bell and Michael Fol·
som from EWU . . This committee recommended an
early semester system after evaluating all available
materials and proposed a Ten-Year Calendar for those
switching to the early semester.
13. WSU and other universities which have switched to the
early semester could be used as a guide. Approximately I 500 colleges and universities have moved to ·the
early semester system over the past 18 years.
14. Mr. Quamm (WSU Registrar) reported in the Chronicle
of Higher Education that faculty and students are
"extremely happy" with the early semester system.
15. The' early finish of spring ::.emester in May allows
students better access to job markets and faculty
more time to initiate summer activity. Currently under
the quarter system our students are at a disadvantage.
16. Longer vacations are part of the early semester system.
17. Reduced administrative overhead might permit funds
to be reallocated to the academic budget.
Negative Factors
1. Many people prefer to leave things as they are because they might have to work for a smooth transition
and they fear the unknown.
2. Certain faculty on campus fear scheduli~g difficulties.
(Many programs such as the Oshkosh System provide
modified versions of the early semester system including intensive short courses, etc., which can be used to
overcome special needs.)
Leo Simpson
Manageme■t Department

!t
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on student/moms
immediately sit dovm to the
books and pa~r~ and start to
study. So what does he do about
it'? He sabotagE!f, my concentration any way that he can with
anything that he can lay his
sticky fingers on. I have kissed
the same "owie" four or . five
times and read the same paragraph in my history book four or
five times. I have gotten up and
sat down so many times that I
feel like a jack-in-the-box to get
him something that he just has to
have right now, to let him outside
or back inside, to put him on the
toilet, to get him a drink, or to
move the refrigerator to get a lost
marble. That is how he sabatoges.
If I worked for a living, instead
of going to school, and only had to
put in an eight-hour shift, I
imagine that we would play
together a while after work and
then he would go off to do his own
entertaining in his room with his
toys. But because an education
requires not only the hours in
class but also the numerous hours
of study, time seems to be our
enemy. If I spend time playing
with him and then sit down to
study, two things happen ; first,
he wants to know why we've quit
playing, and second, I end up not
devoting enough time to one piece
of homework or another.
Someone told me that to get
good grades in college you have
to live, eat, and sleep with your
books. I just wish that they would
have told Michael, my precious
little distraction. God only knows
I'd love to have more time to
spend with him, but my education
is important to both of us. He
doesn't understand, but all of this
is for a better future.

by Yvonne M. Holt
Special to the Easterner

My son Michael is two years old
and of course is going through the
"terrible twos." He is a good kid
but is active and has his needs
and wants that he feels must be
fulfilled. Right now!
I am 36 and in my third quarter
of college here at EWU. Having
never gone to college before, I
am experiencing tremendous
amounts of change in my life.
Such things as getting up at 5
a .m. every day, having to read up
to 60 pages in a night of biology or
history, or having to worry about
who to sit with at the PUB. I am
adjusting to all of the demands of
campus life slowly and am, in
fact , enjoying the changes in my
life.
But is my son, Michael? The
little one had not been away from
mom five days in a row ever in
his life because I am a welfare
mother. He also was not used to
getting up at 6:30 in the morning .
His biggest adjustment and the
one we are having the most
trouble with is this thing called
" study." "What are all these
books and papers spread all over
the dining room table and why
can't I write on them?" he
wonders.
When I come home from school
and pick up my son at the
babysitter's, he acts like I've
been gon.e for days instead of five
or six hours. He runs up to me,
wants to be picked up, and
refuses to be put down. He
assumes that now I am back from
wherever and that my time
should be his.
He gets very frustrated when I

Big Sky .from page 4

housing system have had their pockets picked for an
additional $62,500. Also, every student that buys a textbook
from the university bookstore is -- graciously or not -- chipping in to the intercollegiate athletics pot more than their
share. Expenditures from these areas -- and others - are
effectively doubled because nobody knows what actual
benefits could have been derived had not the money been
squandered on the frivolous pursuit of publicity through real
bility and its clOSC'r coordination with other education
or imagined athletic success.
calendars, is practically a far better choice for us than the
One more comment on the Big Sky Conference. The two
early semester system.
Montana universities have recently announced budget cuts
Above, all, however, I like the quarter system because
that "jeopardize (their) status in Division 1" athletics
the shorter ~ions engender a more lively paced academic
(Spokesman-Review April 1, 1986). Do the citizens of the finanyear. I welcome wrapping up courses after 11 or 12 weeks
cially troubled state of Washington really want to pay to have
and beginning again with the some new courses and new . a financially troubled institution of higher learning compete
students. I believe for most students and teachers in most
:1thletically iri a financially troubled athletic organization?
courses this pace promotes more enjoyable and more ef-

ficient learning.
I realii.e that adherents of the slow moving semester
will counte.r that the quarter system makes them frant ic
aod that the lively quarters ought to suit them better, that
the semester system will not live up to their expectations.
But 1 do want to remind people who like the quarter system what we're in for if the semester supporters prevail:
The interminable semester.
A switch to the semester system would require an enormous amount of relatively unproductive, tedious workquite out of proportion to the fa int promise that the
semester system would make anything_ better. It would
saaiftoe the clearcut advantiges we now have in 00:
ordination with other state · education calendars
in
flexibility of shorter scs.,ion.,, an additional registration
period. and a arei.ter number of ooura and effective
coune durations.
.
· If ~ were on, the- aemester system, I ·think we would
, ·be ·wile to oonwn·to quarters. ·I am ll'ftteful· that we enjoy
·· -u.e adYallllllll o1 the quarter sytem without:the tiraome
labor of canvertina,

and
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Pat Davidson
1985-86 ASEWU President
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by Sharon Beck
Project Reporter

Hanford's
past
•
raises
questions
about its
future

In 1943, the Hanford Nuclear Reservation sprouted in the desert
of south central Washington almost overnight. Nearby cities
swelled as the workforce grew. Hanford was wrapped in wartime
secrecy as strict as the Manhattan Project of which it was a part,
and local residents felt it unwise to be too curious about what was
happening on the reservation.
·
But torlay, hard questions are being asked by a public more
sensitive to nuclear energy and its problems. Any answers must
address not only Hanford's past, but its controversial future.
Hanford is one of three sites being considered as a national
repository -- a nuclear dump -- where 40,000 tons of high-level
radioactive waste could be buried, star.ting in 1998. ·
Low-level wastes,_those below a certain level of radioactivity, are
already stored in the ponds, cribs, tanks, vaults and trenches that
dot the reservation. An environmental impact statement by the
federal Department of Energy states that waste from commercial
reactors, medical facilities and industries have made much of the
·site unusable for anything other than waste storage for hundreds of
thousands of years.
Controversy erupted in 1980 when standards for low level waste
was cha,pged to include mill tailings and waste from the production
of reactor fuel formerly considered high-level material.
In a 1985 survey, conducted by the Bureau of Business Research at
Eastern Washington University, 69 percent of Hanford and
Tri-Cities residents said they want the repository there. They said
they am educated about nuclear power and understand it. They
also understand the economics of the repository, which could
p:;,·1/1:!e 2,000 jobs during its construction phase.
\ statewide poll, conducted by GMA Research Corporation in
Bellevue, Wash., revealed that 68 percent of other Washington state
residents oppose the repository. They fear that Hanford has
already polluted the Evergreen State -- and beyond -- with massive

radioactive leaks into the air, ground water and food chain.
Under pressure from pubUc and anti-nuclear groups invoking the
Freedom of Information Act, the Department of Energy recently
declassified and released records that tend to support the fears of
most Washington residents. Those records call into question the
creditibility of the agencies involved - Hanford and DOE.
Critics believe the answer to credibility lies buried in 40 years of
records, kept secret until February, 1986, that detail Hanford's
nuclear waste management and production progr~ms.
In 1959, Hanford engineers estimated a high-level waste leaking
from Hanford would take 175 to 180 years to move thr9ugh the soil,
into the ground water and reach the nearby Columbia River. But
deciassified documents showed that happened in only seven years .
Wastes from the PUREX plant, which, processes the N-Reactor
spent fuel rods, has -- in just 42 years -- percolated through the soil
to stretch nine miles to the Columbia River in a 10-mile-wide strip
of contamination, according to declassified DOE documents.
The records also disclose that the countryside near Hanford was
dusted with ruthenium (a by-product of plutonium) in 1949, 1954,
1956 and 1963. The contamination reached northeast as far as
Spokane, and to The Dalles, Ore., in the southwest. Citizens, and in
some cases the local police and health officials, were never told of
the mishaps.
Repeated accidel: ts involving ruthenium during 1954
contaminated workers and citizens who were unaware of the
dangers, the records reveal. In one case, the hourly radiation does
exceeded 5,000 millarems -- the maximum dose permissible for the
entire year. The exposure received from an X-ray taken at the
doctor's office is about 25 millarems. Radioactive par1tides from
another 1954 accident in the Richland area ~"!ere m•~asurt'?d at
160,000 rems, or 32,000 times the permissible amauai exposure level.
DOE documents reveal that crops contaminated by such
radiation were allowed to reach local markets. Examination of
·kidm?ys and livers of exposed cattle might have shawn the degree
of ctintamination but wasn't pursued when officials dec!ided that
(~tinued ""'' page 8)
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Hanford

To Tom Bailie, a farmer 10 miles dowl)wind of the
Hanford nuclear reservation, the last four decades
will be remembered as the blackest cbapter in the
history of Eastern Washington.
'
"We now know my first breath of life was filled
with various airborn contaminates,'' Bailie
lamented. "My first formula was made with
contaminated downriver water.''

•••

According to recently-declassified documents, ·
the Department of Energy released major doses of
radioactive iodine-131.into the air surrounding the
Hanford r.i~clear reservafa,n from 1940 to 1960.
Despite allegations that those releases caused
health problems for local residents, Hanford
officials deny that such low-level radiation is·
harmful, saying the evidence is not conclusive.

•••

The Bailie family has farmed land near ·Hanford
since the 1890s. Bailie, 39, says his parents, an a"1t-;""
uncle, two sisters and sev_eral friends ha~e ~n
"wracked with cancer" as a result of radiation
. .
/'
po1somng.
___., . - · ·
His anger with the Department of Energy
prompted him to interrupt a panel of speakers at a
seminar on Hanford Saturday in Spokane to
interject a downwinder's perspective on the

-

dangers of living near a nuclear facility.
Bailie said he and other downwinders empat.hi2:e
with Russians affected by the recent Chernobyl
disaster:
"We already know what will happen to those
unfortunate enough to be in the path of the fallout.
We've been watching it happen to our friends,
neighbors and loved ones for the past two decades.
Our sympathy for the people of the Ukraine and
Eastern Europe in monume11tal.''
But, he added, so is their anger -- anger
stemming from so much attention given to an
incident that happened so far from home, while
downwin.d ers have b,een ignored.
"When we see our scientists on national television
explain in minute detail what will happen ( to those
in Chernobyl),'' he said, ''we question why they
didn't feel the same need to tell us in '47, '49 and
'54."

Critical of the secrecy shrouding operations at the
Hanford plant, Bailie said that would not have been
possible without support of the government.
"This closed-mouth policy could not have
happened without the help and cooperation of
thousands," he said of the DOE. "Their strongest
ally should have been our strongest ally -- the
United States government."
Bailie stressed that Hanford should be a concern
of ev.eryone, not just those in the Hanford area:
"Invisible contaminants are not contained on t~e
(contlaaed on ~".\,1P 8)

Pqe7

'I don't think Vile should shut it
down . . .It's hard to believe
we're going to have a pt : ...~em
today just because something
happened to the Russians.'

'I've lived there all my life and
nothing's happened. Both my
parents work there ahd they
haven't had cancer.'

'People say we're brainwashed,
but I think we just know what's
poing on better. . . We know
how safe it really is.'
·

Mary Ann Morrow

Shari Roddy

Jerry White
By Steve Christilaw
Project Reporter

Hanford,
Chernobyl
reactor
similarities
cause ·for
concern

Could a nuclear reactor meltdown occur at Hanford?
· Officials from the Hanford Atomic Energy Reservation are
confident the answer is no.
Two weeks ago, the Soviets would have said the same thing
about their nuclear complex at Chernobyl. Today, one of those
reactors is a smoldering mass of nuclear junk emitting a
radioactive cloud across Europe.
The nuclear accident in the-Soviet Union has prompted
a wave of speculation about similarities in design between the
Che,rnobyl plant, which suffered a meltdown, and the Hanford
N Reactor near Richland. Such examinaHon is both startling
and enlightening.
The Chernobyl plants, ·'-1.lied to generate plutonium as well
as electricity, are water-cooled, graphite-moderated nuclear
reactors . (Their nuclear reactions are kept at a given temperature
through the use of water.) 'l'he reaction itself is controlled by
graphite rods inserted fnto the reactor core. Graphite
·
absorbs excess neutrons from the fission process, thus keeping
the reaction from running wild and-melting the core.
Soviet reactors are designed with graphite control rods inserted
vertically into the reactor core. nis makes the reactors more
difficult to cool. The Soviet reactors also operate at higher
temperatures than U.S.-designed plants. At any given time, one
third of the highly-enriched nuclear fuel is at the toiling i,.'()int,
according to Dixy Lee Ray, former governor of Washington who
chaired the old Atomic Energy r,mmission.
A "meltdm,·n," which experts believe occurred at Chernobyl,
results when heat accumulates faster than the coolant can takr,
it away. In other words, a meltdown is the result of a coolant
failure. Experts speculate that the graphite rods inside the
Chernobyl reactor became so hot that they caught fire.
Ray suggested in a recent interview with the Spokes~anReview that one tip-off that the fuel had melted was "the fire which
we know or a~sume to be burning in the graphite is also ·
'causing a large amount of radioactivity to get into the

"Now, that couldn't happen unless the fuel was being vaporized
which would probably mean it had to melt first,'' she said.
"How is radioactivity going to get into the atmosphere if
the fuel is intact? It can't. "
The Soviet meltdown relE:a-,ed radioactive particles into the
atmosphere, and winds spreac! ~hem across Europe and over
the polar ice cap toward Norf · .\merica.
The Soviet Union's brief explanation of the accident blamed
operator error.
"The cause lies apparently in the subjective realm, human
error," Communist Party Chief Boris Yeltsin said in a West
German interview. ''We are undertaking measures to make
sure that this doesn't happen again."
Meanwhile, scientists are certain there was not a nuclear
explosion at Chernobyl. The plant's nuclear fuel, although more
highly enriched than that used in this country, 'lJJas h,capable
of producing the type of chain reaction necessary for an
explosion, even during a melt1fo,,.,:?.
A. major difference between the Chernobyl rlesign and that used
by U.S. commercial nuclear pl8nts ·is that U .&. plants include a
containment dome, a concrete-and-steel buiJrl J1g that encircles the
reactor to keep radioactive p.art'tculates fr· :m escaping int<, the
atmosphere. Scientists are certain that a cor,·· •,inment dome
prevented radiation releases during the ,arci,ll meltdown at
Three Mile Island in 1979.
Hanford 's N Reactor is the only operating nuclear plant
in this country with a design similar to that of the ill-fated
Chernobyl plant. On-line for 23 years, Hanford is the oldest
operating plant in the world.
Like the Chernobyl plant, Hanford's N Reactor is a water-cooled
graphite-moderated plant without a containment dome. It, too,
is used to produce plutonium and to provide electricity. In
the two decades since it was first brought on-line, nuclear
technology has advanced far beyond that used in the N Reactor,
leaving experts fo debate that plant's usefulness.
"'By implicati.on, this reactor (N Reactor), unless certain
changes are made,
be unsafe to operate soon,'' Robert Alvarez,
director of the Nuclea~ Power and Weapons Project,

will
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Medica-1
effects of
radiation
argued,
even by
e~pert~
I

Even the experts can't agree when it comes to assessing
radiation-related health risks to nuclear industry workers.
Twd' Biosta_tisticians who analyzed the same data concerning
Hanford Nuclear Reservation workers have reached contradictory
conclusions about what it all means.
Physician Alice Stewart, a radiation epidemiologist from the
University of Birmingham in England, says she believes
Hanford workers run a,higher risk of developing cancer .
because of job-related radiation exposure. She bases her conclusion
on data from the Hanford Mortality Study, which analyzed
radiation effects on nearly 8,000 Hanford workers who died
between 1950 and 1984.
Dr. Ethel Gilbert, of Battelle-Northwest, one of the companies
that operates Hanford, contends that present standards for
radiation exposure are adequate to protect Hanford workers
from undue risk of developing cancer. Gilbert's group took
over statistical analysis of the Hanford Mortality Study from
Stewart's group in the late 1970s.
According to Stewart, the basic problem with assessing the
health impact of low:-level radiation exposure is determining
whether radiation, known to beilarmful at high doses, is also
harmful at lo\\1doses.
Stewart has dealt with such questions before. She conducted
the Oxford University Study of Childhood Cancers in-the
1950s. That pioneering work discovered the link between prenatal
exposure to X-rays and later development of cancer.
Stewart compared the problem of determining the relationship ·
between low-level radiation exposure and cancer to "looking for
a needle in a haystack, that was put there 20 years ago."
An unexpected finding of her work, she said, is that Hanford
workers exposed to higher levels of radiation have tended to
live longer than those exposed to lower doses. She said one
possible explanation, which she termed "the .healthy worker
effect," is that Hanford·employees picked for jobs involving more
radiation exposure might have been healthier to begin with,
and thus more resistant to the damaging effects of radiation.
Stewart said radiation levels to which Hanford workers are
exposed are considerably lower than those at comparable
facilities in Great Britain and Europe. That fact, she said,
is a result of conscious decisions by Hanford's designers to
automate certain hazardous operations.
Dr. Gilbert acknowledged that exposure to relatively high

'I had an opportunity for a
good-paying job ·down there,, but
I ·w on't go. . . There's just too
many things we don't know.'
Laurel Boone-Helm

'

.

radiatic,n levels can lead to a "fairly substanµal" risk of
developh1g cancer. She said only about 100 Hanford worJ\ers
studied have been exposed to such levels, which she defuied
as 50 REM ur moi·e.
REM, which stands for "radiation equivalent in man," is
a unit of radiation that described radiation effects on humans.
The maximu...'T, permissible radiation dose for nuclear industry
workers is now 5 REM per year.
Gilbert stressed that because of uncertainty about what causes
cancer, it is not valid to assume - when a nuclear industry
worker develops cancer - that past exposure to radiation
necessarily was the cause.
She also emphasized that although statistical evidence may
predict that a small number of cancers will be caused in a
group of workers by exposure to radiation, those few cases
may be lost against the background of the much larger number
of cases caused by other factors.
Gilbert pointed out several problems in interpreting data
from studies of populations exposed to low-level radiation, saying
that findings from such studies are not always straightforward.
For one thing, she said, just because one cannot identify
the cause-and-effect relationship between radiation and cancer
does not mean such a relationship doesn't exist. On the other
hand, she said, an apparently clear relationship between radiation
exposure and cancer can sometimes be explained statistically
by chance.
Another factor complicating statistical comparisons, according
to Gilbert, is the lack of suitable "control groups" not exposed
to radiation.
Gilbert defended the objectivity of the studies conducted by
Hanford statisticians, saying that various governmental agencies
that oversee her and her colleagues have questioned neither
their methods nor their findings .
Gilbert criticized of the work of Stewart and two other former
Hanford scientists, Dr. Thomas Mancuso and Dr. George
Kneale. Stewart and Kneale worked together to analyze the data
collected by Mancuso for the Hanford Study, producing what has
come to be known as the MSK study.
· Gilbert s~id more recent studies by St~wart and her colleagues
indicate less risk to workers than their earlier work, but that
the earlier work is still being presented. She also noted that
the MSK study has been criticized by "a consensus of
national and international scientists," not all of whom are
associated with Hanford or the Department of Energy, which
oversees the site.

'We need the truth . . . to save
lives of or children and the
lives of iuture generations.'
Tom Bailie

'By implication this reactor,
unless c·er.tain changes are
made, will be unsafe to operate

soon.'

. Robert Alvarez
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Environmental Policy Institute, said Saturday in Spokane. "There
is a need to shut this one down right away and study what needs to
be done t~ prevent accidents. The (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) had to go in and license this reactor because it could
not meet the same minimal requirements of the private industry.''
There are,.however, differences between Hanford's N Reactor
and the smoldering Chernobyl reactor:
•The graphite rods at Hanford are inserted horizontally
rather than vertically. This design allows for a more efficient
delivery of coolant. The coolant system is also pressurized,
which is a more efficient method of delivering water to the
core. The Chernobyl plant uses a boiling water delivery system,
in which water boils its way up the control rods.
• The nuclear reaction inside the N Reactor is kept at a
lower temperature than at Chernobyl, although it is higher than
in most U.S. commercial plants. The operating temperature at
the N Reactor is 600 degrees. Graphite burns at a temperature of
2,200 degrees Fahrenheit. What was temperature of Chernobyl
reactor?
• The fuel used at Chernobyl is more highly enriched than
that at Hanford. Refueling at Chernobyl is done while the reactor
is operating; Hanford's N Reactor is shut down for refueling.
• While little is publicly known about back-up coolant systems
at Chernobyl, we do know the Hanford reactor has three coolant
systems to help prevent system failure. It also has t\,YO emergency
shutdown systems that can stop the nuclear rei1ction in one
and a half seconds.
A current budget request by the U S. Department,of Energy
seeks $800,000 to upgrade coolant systems at the HaAf.or,j ·. ite.
The reason: current coolant systems there might n< ,~ .survive
a severe earthquake.
Finally, the N Reactor has operated for 23 years; the Chernobyl
plants have been on-line for less than a decade. Age has become
a factor in discussion about N Reactor, but experts say that age
alone is not a reason for panic.
''I don't think we should shut it down,'' said Jerry White,
Director of Waste Management for the Department of Energy
a.t the Hanford Reservation, sir · •- 1!lg at a seminar. in Spokane
Saturday. "It (the N Reactoi. -1:• .:; operated for 23 yeai"S without
any problems. It's hard to ih;.ileve that we're going to have a
problem today just because something happened to the Russians.
Nevertheless, White said the Hanford plant should be closely
scrutinize<l. In fact, the federal Department of Energy pla.~!S to
do just that, although observers argue that an agency sh(}uld not
investigate itself.
·
·
In the wake of the Chernobyl disaster, the eve.luation of N
R~ctor - ~riginally scheduled for next Septemher - ~ill begin
this week, m an effort to allay concerns stemming from the
similarity of the two plants.
The lack of a'containment dome over the Hanford,N R~ctor
is a major cause for concern, but also an expensive ~~e.
Two years ago, U.S. officials concluded that adding, dome to a
plant in South Carolina would cost $850 minion. Thatidome
addition was deemed too expensive; whether ~e government
would spend a similar amount of money to build a dome over
the aging Hanford reactor is a key issue in Washingtoa Stat~:
Concern has also grown over the graphite core inside the N
Reactor -- a core swollen, bowed and brittle with age. The Hanford
facility is seeking funds to replace the graphite core.
Meanwhile, four Soviet-designed nuclear reactors are under
construction near the city of Cienfuegos in southern Cuba, less
than 200 miles south of Florida.
The fact that the design for these reactors.calls for containment
domes and pressurized coolant-delivery systems indicates that the
Soviets may now be making safety a primary issue in their nuclear
construction.
Unfortunately, these changes come too late for Chernobyl.

l

I
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a1so expressed concern.
"From a scientist's viewpoint I
am worried," said Bob Quinn, a
meteorologist and geography
professor. "I can't help but be
concerned because of the prevailing winds from the south and
southwest." Under normal spring
and summer conditions those
winds, blowing at about 5 to 10
knots, would carry contaminants
from an accident at Hanford to
the Spokane area in about 6 to 10
hours, Quinn said.
He point'..'<i out that radioactive
particles would be greatly dispersed by th~ time they reached
Spokane., and l·esulting problems
would center on contamination of
food by radioactive iodine.
"On the other hand," Quinn
said, "you can't make a direct
connection (with the Cherm,,byl
incident) until you ~.now all of th,~
safety precau.tions." Quinn said
he would like to see detailed
descriptions of the design features of both reactors.
Roy Behm, chairman of the
chemistry department, said
there will always be human
errors and poor decisions, no
matter what designs or safety
measures are used.
"I'm more concerned about
stupid decisions," Behm said.
People are still capable of that
kind of error. Some policy decisions are far more dangerous
than the possibility of ·a n accident."
Cheney City Administrator Jim
Reinbold said he has received no
calls from people· worried about
Hanford.
"There are <'ertain precautions
taken in H·:.i.itford that there
aren't in the Soviet Union," said
Reinbold. "There was a lot of

safeguards that take away alot of

·the human errors. I'm not worried about Hanford.''
Bob Siler, editor of the Cheney
Free Press, said he isn't worried
either.
"There have been calls for
Hanford to shut down," he said.
"I think such calls are premature." Siler said he favors a
request by Seantors Slade Gorton
and Dan Evans to President
Reagan for an "immediate and
thorough review of the design of
Hanford."
"I think nuclear power is inevitable," he said. "The best we can
do now is learn from our mistakes."

A Piano Eveni

I

Hanford's past rrompage6-would spark too much publi<' concern.
This year, interest in Hanfor$1 's possible selection as a site for the
nation's nuclear waste repository has been intensified by the
release of the declassified DOE documents. Critics say the
previously-secret list of _safety violations calls into question the
credibility of the DOE bureaucracy and its ability to manage future
expanded Hanford operations._
·
The Chernobyl nuclear plant accident in the Soviet Union has
focused attention on certain similarities of the Chernobyl plant to
the N-Reactor at Hanford, raising still more·cm,~stions about t.he
suitability of Hanford as a high-level nuclear ~ast~ tt';;.>&itory.
Congressional pressure for a~ independent investig~tion of
Hanford, coupled with charges the DOE has ignored safety in favor
of plutonium production, promoted Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Oregon,
to call for a General Accounting Office probe.
Last Monday the Spokane City Council voted unanimously to
support an investigation into the safety of the Ha11ford N-Reactor.
The council also agreed to study county emerg,mcy preparedness
for a large-scale r :iclear disaster and called for the on-site storage
of all defense-related nuclear wastes.
·
"If we're willing to keep ours here, they ~hould be damm:?ci
willing to keep theirs,'' said Councilman Did:: Gcw.
A hearing on the options for storing nuclear dr.:fense wastes will
be held by the Energy Department on June 17 i•, the Spokane City
Hall.
The past of Hanford stands out today in sharp contrn~t. to its
clouded future. Only one thing i.s certain: Hanford and the
problems of nuclear waste wm continue to occupy an important
spot on the agenda of public issues.

fiarrner

from page 6 - - - - -

what it would be like to watch
Hr.nford reservation. 1'hey do not
your only child die 1~f a cancer
drop ,miraculously out of the air
caused by ... invil'ible conbefore they can cross the river to
tamination ... Murdered · as a
our farms."
human guinea pig in the name of
Even so, Bailie is noi against
science?
nuclear energy. He does not
"We need the truth," ine said.
particularly want the plant to
"We need the knowledge to ~;ave
shut down. What he dGes want, he
the lives of our children and the
said, is a safe place to work and
lives of future generations. I want
live from a downwinder•~ point of
them to stop dumping radiation
view.
Bailie summarized the situ- , on us farmers and I want them to
make it safe for us."
ation: •~can anyone here imagine

.

Read more
ori the
Hanford,
Q-ue,sLton
next week
.L.

MOTHER'S DAY

Little Nell's
Records
In The Old Curiosity Shop

High Quality Used
Records and Cassettes.

For a unique gift, have
Geronim.o, a baby llama,
deliver your mother a
gift. For more info, call
235-4062 or 235-4856.

ROCK-JAZZ-COUNTRY

3 for Sil 0.00

Pants, skirts, etc. $4.50
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Students learn while working
at EWU's science c•~nter
mainly "moral support," said
Starr. Initial ~tart-up costs were
financed i:>y the university but
Six Eastern students are taking
that money has been pa5d back
advantage of the opportunity to
through admission fees charged
teach and learn while working at
by the center. Starr says the
the EWU Science Center in SpoT
center is self-supporting.
kane's Riverfront Park pavilion.
While Eas~ern does not provide
The students are available to
the Science Center with moneanswer questions of visitors to
tary funding, it does contribute
the center. At the same time,
payroll and accounting services
they have the opportunity to
at no cost to the center. That way,
· explore the center on their own
al! i:he center's earnings go dirand learn more about the vast
ectly to the cashier's office into a
areas of ~science, said Science
special account and they don't
Center Director Eileen Starr.
have to worry about hiring a
"They're playing with exhibits
bookkeeper, said Starr.
while learning and interacting
In its arrangement with the
with people," Starr said.
City of Spokane, Eastern is proThe idea for the Science Center
vided with the building, utilities,
grew out of Eastern 's annual
and ticket sales in return for 20
three day exhibition caJ!ied "Scipercent of the gross :revenues.
ence at Ear.tern," which took
Fifteen percent goes towards
place ever}' t.1ctober from 1978 to
rent and five percent towards an
1980. College students from all · amusement tax. The center gets
over eastern Washington came to
80 percent which is used for
EWU to participate in this event,
employee salaries, goods, and
Starr said.
services,, Starr said.
Eastern's offer of the Science
Last year the Science Center
Center-was accepted in 1981 after
nett~ $34,684.41. Th e major costs
the closing of "The Spokane
to the center were: $14,066 for
student
wages, $14,718 for µc.n- _
Story," an exhibit formerly housed in the same building. Some of
student and manager wages, and
the first exhibits used were from
$5737 for director and facuity
previous "Science at Eastern"
wages . Starr says faculty are
exhibitions. Since then, the censometimes employed for short
ter has grown through monetary,
periods for special programs.
exhibit, material, and service
Another large chunk of ~e
donations, Starr said.
center's money goes towards
EWU's contribution has been
renting an inflatable planetarby Kathy Pring
Starr Reporter

ium. La~t yfar this cost the
center- $636. .insurance for this
was $165. Security for the building is provided by Sonotrol and
last year the center paid $585 for
this service, Starr said.
Starr says that attendance averages about 36,000 to 40,000 pE;r
year, but predictions from year
to ye~r are virtually impossible.
Last year's attendance was
37,821.

"We're at the mercy of the .
weather," Starr said, "We piggyback with the park attendance."
Adults are admitted for $2.50,
children for $1.50, and Senior
citizens for $2. Admission to the
center is also included in a
Riverfront Park day-pass.
Six EWU students are current~
ly employed at i.he cent.er. Five
are explainers who are-available
to answer visitor's qt1,esti-nns. Of
these five, one is also a kicatural'
ist who collects wildffowers
and
bushes for the center. One student is the center's Community
Liason/ Assistant Manager. Don
Boucher, the on-site manager, is
the only non-student employee.
Only scie::ice majors can apply
-to be explainers and they try to
have a variety of science majors
represented. Ideally the atudent's
interests apply 'to mo!'e than one
area 1.>f science, said Starr.
"A student's attitude is an
important factor. If you're enthu-

COLLEGE GRADUAliE

MERCH-ANDISING MEMORANDUM
Camp Qhevrolet passenger car
mer.ch~ndising department.
April 16, 1986
TQ: ALL COLLEGE GRADUATES
FROM,: NORMAN MOSSONI, FLEET SALES MANAGER, CAMP
CHEVROLET
SUBJECT: 1986/87 COLLEGE GRADUA1iE FINANCE PLAN
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! Gary's Union 76

Expiration date 5-31-86
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OUR SIUDEII LOANS
MAKE.-THE GRADE.

As college students across the state prepare to graduate and take jobs ·
this Spring, Camp Chevrolet and GMAC are once again offering them the
o~rtunity to take advantage of the "College Graduate Finance Plan"
sa,es incentive.

The major plan features are listed below:
• Graduate is eligible for lowest discount rate available.
• Graduates may purchase or lease an eligible vehicle.
• Requires

a s,~ minimum down payment on units purchased.

• Requires graduates to pay registration expense and security deposit
equal to two (2) payments on units leased.
• Individuals will be eligible for the plan within six (6) months prior to (\r
one (1) year after ·graduation.
• Graduates nJJSt ·be ·newly employed, or have.a letter of Intent from a
prospective employer.
• (3raduates must have no derogatory credit history.
• Graduates may choose one of the following:
- Up to 90 day deferral of first payment
or
- a $250.00 non-transferable discount coupon

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates
and undergraduates. No interest payments
until after graduation. Up to ten years to pay
back at just 8%annual percentage rate~
Payments as low as $50 per month.
Ask your school's financial aid office for
an application and details. Or call the friend
of the family at (206) 464-4767. Were out to
make your education more affordable.
•T his rate does not necessarily apply to !>tudents with existing loans.

The contact Is Norman Massoni at Camp Chevrolet , E. 101 Mo11tgomery,
Spokane, WA 99220. Telephone -- 509-456-7890.
.

Vlfashington Mutual QUP
The friend of the family
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Illoomsday 86

Eastern tudents did more than just run
Bloomsday 5unday. EWU sponsored a number
of events during the weekend of Bloomsday,
and during the race itself.
On Friday and Saturday, the EWU Human
Performance Lab offered free blood pressure
checks and comprehensive health analysis m
the Con-vention Center.
While some Eastern ROTC students ran in
the race, others spent their Sunday morning
rapelling off the Clock Tower in Riverfront
Park as part of an exhibition.
More entertainment was provided during the
race and afterward by Eas,tern's cheerleaders,
Jazz Ill Unlimited Dancers and Collegians.
In the EWU Science Center in Riverfront
Park, films of the 1985 race were shown following the race.
No record was safe at the tenth running of
Spokane's 7.46-mile Bloomsday Race last
Sunday.
Jon Sinclair broke away from the record
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Atop the Riverfront Park clock ~ower, Chad Hutson got an anxious smile from EWU
ROTC cadet Don Cole as he begins his descent. In the background, the Riverfront
Park carousel and traffic on Washington Street can be seen.
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There were a record 44,318 participants in Bloomsday this year. Derek Hanson found a good vantage
point atop a nearby hill to catch this group of runners just before reaching Doomsday Hill.

r

l

EWU's Reserve Officer Training Corps Program gave a r~
tower from 8:30 to noon Sunday. Seven cadets participated
as he passed over the clock face.

The EWU Collegian's entertained Bloomsday spectators on the floating stage in Riverfront Park Sunday.
Performing along with The Collegian's, also known as
Three Dots and a Dash, were The Jazz III Unlimited
Dancers and EWU Cheerleaders.
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Eastern students did more than just run
Bloomsday Sunday. EW U sponsored a number
of events during the weekend of Bloomsday,
and during the race itself.
On Friday and Saturday, the EWU Human
Performance Lab offered free blood pressure
checks and comprehensive health analysis in
the Convention Center.
While some Eastern ROTC students ran in
the race, others spent their Sunday morning
rapelling off the Clock Tower in Riverfront
Park as part of an ex hibition.
More entertainment wa provided during the
race and afterward by Eastern's cheerleaders,
Jazz Ill Unlimited Dancers and Collegians.
In the EW U Science Center in Riverfront
Park, films of the 1985 race were shown following the race.
No record was safe at the tenth running of
Spokane's 7.46-mile Bloomsday Race last
Sunday.
Jon Sinclair broke away from the record

'

. i

44,3 18 runners to win his second Bloomsday
in 34:25, a course record. Anne Audain cut 32
seconds off her own women's record, winning
fo r the fifth straight year in 38:48. Andre
Viger and Candace Brookes set records in the
men's and women's wheelchai r divisions also,
Viger winning in 32:55 and Brookes in 39:43.
Sinclair, from Colorado, pu led away from
Ed Eyestone at the seven-mile mark, beating
the Utah native by seven seconds.
Audain, on the other hand, had a comfortable lead almost all the way, defeating Francie
Larrieu-Smith by over one and one-half minutes.
Audain and Sinclair each won $7,000 fo r
fi nishing first. Eyestone and Larri eu-Smith W'ln
$4,500 each. The top 15 male and female
runners received prize money, and the top
eight wheelchair racers also received money.
The Corporate Cup was won by Sunset
Sports Center, the first time in three years the
EWU men's team hasn't won the Corporate
Cup.
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Bloofusday'86
photos by Derek Hanson and Chad Hutson
written copy by Jess Walter
layout design by Chris LeBlanc
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Photograp her C had Hu tson ca ught this unk nown Bloomsday dro p-o ut being aided b_y volun teers from Fairchild Air
Force Base. Although he didn't get his Bloomsday shirt, he was consoled to know that EW U was on hand
pro viding plenty of entertainment.

EWU Corporate Coppers
lose _lock but take third
ln a race tha1 belonged to repeal winner ,
the 1986 Bloomsday 12-kilometer run Sunday was a setback for one group of former
winners- EWU's men's Corporate Cup team.
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J Collegian's entertained Bloomsday specta1e floating stage in Riverfront Park Sunday.
1g along with The Collegian's, also known as
ts and a Dash, were The Jazz III Unlimited
md EWU Cheerleaders.

EW U's number two Corporate Cup team owned
Bloomsday the last two years straight but lost it this
year with a third place finish. Here, the team, ,...(frQm
left) Robert Gariepy, Grant Smith, Dave Haugen, Jeff
Corkill and Bill Odell, poses for photographer Derek
Hanson before the race.

Winners of the last three Corporate Cups,
the EWU team settled for third place this
year. Team Captain G rant Smi th, an English
and humani ties professor, said that to ugher
competition and the loss of one of their
runners hurt the team.
'' Dave Haugen, our best point-getter last
year, was un able to run (this year)," Smith
said. " But even if he'd been able to ru n, he
would have had to do quite a bi t better than
last year for us 10 have won ."

Smith' time of 44:20 for the 7.46-mile
race wa fifth in the 45 to 49 age group.
Teamma te Jeff orkili, a chemistr profe sor, fin ished 10th in the 40 to 44 age group
wi th a 40: 14 time.
Tne other two team member , Bob Gariepy,
dean of the honors program and Bill Odell,
coordi nator of the lnstructional Media Cen1er, fi nished in 57 :53 and 48 :43 respectively.
Three other teams from EWU competed
in the orpo rate up this year. The EWU
School of Busine fi nished 38th, the School
of Public Affair fini hed 43rd and the
women's team fini hed 55th in the 138-team
field .
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Disgruntled students
make Libyan threats

Oho Addy brought African music to EWU last week.

Coors establishes award
The Adolph Coors Company
has established a $5000,000 scholarship fund to be awarded to
dependen ts of veterans , announced scholarship Administrator Diane Shaw.
In order to qualify for the
scholarship, applicants must be
dependents of honorably discharged American service personnel killed in action, missjng in
action, died in the line of duty or
active military duty ( 180 days or
more). Applicants must have

already completed one yea·r of
college and cannot be over the
ageof22 asof July 1, 1986.
The amount of the scholarship
varies according to the applicants year in college.
Deadline for the Coors Scholarship is July 1, 1986. -Applications
.and additional information are
available in the Financial Aid
and Scholarship Office, SHW 127.
Applications can also be requested by calling l-800-49COORS.

Foreign labor struggles
topic of lecture tonight
Spokane area residents will
have the opportunity to hear the
inside story on two major labor
struggles this week when spokespeople for the Polish Solidarity
Union and the South African
Allied Workers Union (SAAWU) .
speak at Gonzaga University on
May Sat 7:30p.m.
Sponsored by a coalition of
labor unions and social action
groups, the event will feature
Marek Garztecki of Polish Solidarity and Bonile Tuluma of

SAAWU. Ga,cztecki, who Jives in
London, is director of the Solidarosc Information Office in London and editor of Voice of Solidarity, the official English language
journal of the Polish union. He is
also a sociologist and jazz and
rock music critic. Tuluma is
Coordinator of Workers Education for SAAWU and Acting Secretary of the 80,000 member labor
federation. SAAWU is South Africa's fastest growing black trade
union.

France study offered
The opportunity to spend part
of summer vacation in Orleans,
France is open. The University of
New Orleans will conduct a program of study there from July 6
to August 15, for undergraduate
and graduate students.
Four courses worth a total of 12
credits will be offered. These
courses are especially designed
to suit the needs of French
teachers in elementary and secondary schools, as wen as in
colleges.

Orleans is located about 50
miles south of Paris, on the Loire
River. Classes will be held Monday through Thursday, and many
travel opportunities are available.
For further information and
application forms, write or call:
Dr. John R. Williams, Director,
UNO in France, Department of
Foreign Languages, University
of New Orleans, LA 70148; 504286-6929 . .

\·
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200
arrested
in U.S.
apartheid
violence
The American Committee on
Africa, which hel~s coordinate
campus anti-apartheid efforts,
says more than 200 protestors
were arrested during demonstrations in 35 states during its
"National Weeks of Action,"
which ended April 6.
The ACA counted 15 campuses
that built "shantytowns" to symbolize black South Africans' living conditions.
Among the campuses where
outbreaks occurred were: Reed,
Brown, Rhode Island, Purdue,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Boston,
Wyoming, City U. of New York,
Texas A&M, Texas, Carnegie
Mellon, Pitt, Chicago, American,
Georgia State, Alabama A&M,
Iowa State, Kansas, Washington
and Utah, the ACA says.
But, as in 1985, the protests '
assumed a life of their own and
.
'
continued beyond the ACA's design.
Even after April 6, police trying to dismantle shantytowns
arrested students at North Carolina, Wisconsin, Yale, Purdue
and, for the second time in a
week, at Berkeley.
In mid chaos, however, Indiana U. trustees voted to sell
shares in two firms that do
business in segregationist South
Africa.
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COLORADO SPRINGS , CO
(CPS ) -- A bomb threat signed
" Libya 's Revolutionary Committee" promised last week to target
any universi ty working on U.S.
defense systems, threatening to
begin with the University of
Colorado in ·c olorado Springs .
A search of the evacuated
ca mpus found no explosives . And
some are inclined to dismiss the
apparent hoax as a new variation
on an old theme -- bomb threats
by disgruntled students.
But Libyan threats to retaliate
for the April U.S. bombing attack
have many campuses -- especially 230 schools that do militasry
research for the government -on alert.
Many ::-ecurity officers , however, concede they don 't have the
training , staff or weaponry to
protect their campuses against
well-trained terrorists .
" For now we're increasing the
number of officers on shift at any
one time ," says CUCS's security
chief Arnold Trujillo. " They're
looking for anything or anyone
suspicious. "
· " We also hope to send some of
our people to a Colorado Springs
police academy that has (counter ) terrorist-group training, " he
adds.
At another school that engages
in Pentagon research, the University of Florida-Gainsville, the
head of campus investigations
says he feels inadequately prepared for a real terrorist threat.
"Unfortunately, we don't give
due consideration to these situations until we're faced with
them, " says Lt. Gene Watson,
head of campus investigations.
Watson supports a proposal by
Florida Gov. Robert Graham to
fund anti-terrorist education programs for both private and public
police officers.
The president of the national
association of campus police,
however, cautions against "going
beyond our own capabilities.''
"Special training just isn't
available for small forces like
most campuses have," says

Charles Lamb , president of the
In te rn at iona l As sociation of
Campus Law Enforcement Administrators and director of Public Safety a t Georgetown University in Wash ington, D.C.
He advocates new technology
rather than exotic training to
increase safety in " vulnerable
and sensitive" areas such as the
military think tank at Georgetown.
" We have modern access-control systems ( where personnel
need I.D . cards of access codes to
enter ( and closed-circuit tvs, " he
says , makng it difficult for strangers to intrude.
Beyond that , he says, " it 's a job
for the (Washington ) Metro Police ."
Joe Sandaal at t.he Oregon
Graduate Center agrees. "Our
job is to contain and minimize the
situation until the experts arrive."
''Contain and minimize "
means evacuate students and
faculty efficiently , and then dial
' '911 '' for assistance, he says .
" The worst thing is to have
people not familiar with disarming bombs running around trying
to handle the situation themselves. "
At Princeton University, which
houses a Pentagon-sponsored supercomputer, "we're not doing
anything extra' ' in light of increasing anti-American terrorism .
· "I've not been blind to what's
been happening across the big
pond," says Jerrold Witsil, head
of security for the two-campus
system .
"But we don't feel any kind of
threat so imminent to require
specialized training."
Still, Georgetown's Lamb reports a recent rash of bomb
threats -- more than 15 -- has
plagued a nearby campus that he
would not name.
But rather than cold-blooded
terrorism, the security administrator traces the threats to other
motives.
"It's final exam time."

Psychology colloquium
to be held·next week
Eastern's Psy Chi Club, the
national honor society of psychology students, will hold their
annual colloquium, Wednesday
'May 14 from 8:30a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Martin Hall.
During the morning of the
colloquium, several students will
be presenting research papers.
This will be followed by a short
seminar on how to apply for
graduate school.
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DELUXE DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER. $1.29
Served with: fresh lettuce, onions, pickles, mustard, catsup and mayonnaise. (Tomato upon request with no extra cha.rge.)
Expires May 21, 1986
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The colJoquium wilJ also feature faculty members from anthropology, psychology and applied psychology speaking on
various topics related to psychology.
The Psy Chi colloquium is free
and, everyone, regardless of
their major, is invited to attend.
For further information, contact
the pyschology department at

Mon.-Tllura.11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Frt.·a Sat. 11 ·a.m.-12 Midnight
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Various vendors peddle their wareS in PUB
Espresso-plants-clothing-gifts
by Brad Muller

Starr Reporter

Surely anybody who has ever
gone into the PUB has noticed the
numerous vendors occupying the
main hallway. Perhaps it has
crossed your mind that most of us
don't know who these people are,
where they come from, or the
nature of their products. Well
relax, here are some answers.
Byron Opendack runs an espresso bar answering to the name
of Cafe Adagio. Cafe Adagio
produces a wide variety of fine
coffee drinks. Opendack started
off two and a half years ago with
a coffee shop in downtown Cheney. It had less than spectacular
success because "most students
don't even go into downtown
Cheney," said Opendack. But
nowadays, students and professors account for about one fourth
of Cafe Adagio's customers.
Opendack was pleased when the
Alley Way Grille raised their
price for a cup of brew because
now his is not the more expensive
of the two.
Another vendor offering competition to the Alley Way Grille is
Egy.ptian student Alaa-Eldin
Aamer who cooks up a wide
array of Arabian food. Aamer
has been living in this area for
about five years but has only
begun to sell food on campus
since mid-April. Aamer's motivation to sell Arabian food does

not stem from want of financial
gain but to raise relief money to
send to the people of Afghanistan.
Aamer believes that ''Ameri~ans
like to experiment with different
foods" and the fact that about
half of his customers are American confirms this idea.
One student, Colin Keys, remarked of the food and drink
vendors, "I'm glad they are here
because they offer competition to
the Alley Way Grille." According
to off-campus vendor policy,
there is a way to combat this
direct competition as stated in·
Section 3.G-"If the product or
service is not unique, different
and new from the services provided by the university, the director of student union activities will
limit the vendor to two days per
month. The two days will be at
the vendors discretion contingent
upon availability of space."
At another table, Linda Walker
sells croissants, rolls, plants,
candy, tea, greeting cards and
assorted gift items. Walker started selling in the PUB in order to
make students aware of her
business in Cheney. Her table is
her only point of contact with
many students, though the items
she sells in the PUB are "only the
tip of the iceberg." Walker usually spends her time in her shop in
Cheney so her table in the PUB is
manned by her father, affectionately know to many students as
Grandpa Bill.

Alaa-Eldin Aamer serves up Arabian dishes
There are many vendors who
stop in Cheney selling clearance
clothing from wholesalers .and
many who are wholesalers themselves. A good bargain can often
be had in this manner, but
purchasers often times have no
recourse to the quality of the
clothing. This is not the case with
Regatr·Hess who sells products
from Mexico including blankets,
sweaters and jewelry. Hess re-

turns to E.W.U. every 3-6 weeks
and gives lifetime guaranti~s for
all his clothing and blankets.
"If a student comes back 5
years later with a sweater he
bought from me that is falling
apart, I'd give him a new one,"
said Hess.
Hess is from Port Orchard and
has spent the past two years
selling his goods at 12 universities
throughout the region. Hess said
that his wares can not be found in
any shop and his prices are 25-30
percent of what a shop would
charge for them. He enjoys traveling and selling on campuses
.because ~s he explains, "I go
bananas stuck in a shop."
The student attitude toward the
vendors is overwhelmingly positive and student Jenny Zajak

elaborated with "I like the vendors because they remind me of a
European street market and the
variety of their goods add personality to the PUB. It would be
~eneric without them."
I

In addition to the above-named
vendors, the PUB's main hallway
has tables used by student
groups, church groups, recruiters and other vendors who pass
through Cheney. The cost for
off-campus vendors is $10 per day
for eight feet of space and an
extra dollar if they use electricity. University groups, clubs
and organizations pay $2 per day
excluding Mondays and Fridays,
which are free. In cases where
food or drink is sold, a food
handler permit may be required
of the vendor.
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Greyhound will take your
beionglngs home for you.

Up to 100 lbs. In WA
$11
Up to 100 lbs. out -of
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Dave's Auto
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Ham & Cheese Sandwich
(Choice of Whole Wheat or French Bun)

·1.

$·1.79
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• Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power Engine Repair
• Body & Glass Repair
• New & Used Parts

24 Hour Towing

Cll•ey
235-i701
Moo.-s.t. 8-6
S.,.,.6-J0.46

235-8405
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Zip's

Regan Hess waits for customers
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Jo Jo's
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Tom Deluca to highlight
Club Vegas in PUB tonight

Deluca debuted his mix of
comedy and hypnosis at the 1979
Nationa] Association for Campus
Activities in Wisconsin which
resulted in numerous bookings in
the state. This year, Deluca is
aided by prop artists Steve Axtell , Nick Novelino (a major prop
contributor to the Broadway hit
" Cats") and Ken Lepard.

Tom Deluca
The r~st of the entertainment
will consist of a top 40 band, The

Motives The Whistling Midgets
direct from The Gong Show and
Tom Deluca. The three acts wiJI
alternate in the PUB MPR as
follows : .
-- 8-8:45 p.m ., The Motives, top
40 dance band .

-- 8:45-9 p.m. , The Whistling
Midgets.
-- 9-10 p.m. , Tom Deluca
-- 10-10:45 p.m., The Motives .
-- 10 :45-11 p.m. , The Whistling
Midgets.
-- 11-12 p.m., Tom Deluca .
-- 12-2 a .m ., The Motives .

UNSURE OF YOUR
SUMMER PLANS?

, ...

Title

l
5
2

Out Of Mind, Out Of Sight 5
West End Girls
5
Burning·Flame
5
Manic Monday
5
Don't Mess With Dr. Dreaf11: 3
Nirvana
3
Two Divided By Zero
2
Tarzan Boy
4
Let's Go Out Tonight
.5
She Sells Sanctuary
5
Addicted To Love
5
The Bottom Line
5
Say It lsn 't So .
5
Don't Run Wild
2
Twistin' By The Pool
2
Walk ,Like An Egyptian
1
Sanctify Yourself
I
Dazzle
I
Legs
I
Lover Come Back
I
Women's intuition
Hyperactive 1
Don't Try To Stop~It

Mallet Madness gives
wide variety of music

The schedule of events for the
evening are :

-- 4-7 p.m ., Tawanka barbecue
inthemaU .
-- 8 p.m. to midnight, playmoney gambling in the PUB
MPR. Everyone who attends will
get $10,000 in play money which
at the end of the evening can be
traded in for prizes.

Weeks On
The Charts

LW TW Artist
l Models
2 Pet Shop Boys
3 Vitamin Z
4
4 The Bangles
12
5 The Thompson Twins
10
6 · The Cult
16
7 Pet Shop Boys
7
8 Baltimora
6
9 Nile Rodgers
3
IO The Cult
9
11 Robert Palmer
14 12 Big Audio Dynamite
8
13 The Outfield
19 14 The Del Fuegos
18 15 Dire Straits
16 The Bangles
17 Simple Minds
18 Souixie and the Banshees
19 Art Of f\loise
20 Dead Or Live
EXTRA Maitai
,EXTRA Thomas Dolby
EXTRA Roman H?liday

Hypnotist Tom Deluca , 1986
campus entertainer of the year
wi ll perform two times tonight as
part of EWU 's Club Vegas Night.
Deluca started out as a hypnotist for a weight loss/ stop smoking clinic in Illinois . He began
doi ng demonstrations at local
ervice clubs when a local hotel
owner hired him for entertainment in his establishment. His
Wednesday night performances
in the hotel lounge became so
popular tha t Deluca found him self in demand in nightclubs
throughout the midwest.

-- I0 :30a .m .-8 p.m., Live music
outside on the PUB steps (in the
MPR if it 's raining. Bands featured are Too Slim and the
Taildraggers, formerly The Studebakers with blues rock and
roll ; Kustoms with a Beatles
rendition and The Shags with '50s
and '60s rock and roll .

KEWCTop20

If you are, take a look
at our ROTC Basic
Camp this summer at
Fort Knox, Ky.
If you have at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and
earn
approximately
$660. (You can also
compete for full-tuition
scholarships to be
awarded.)
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC
2-Year Program this fall
and receive up to $1,000
a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation
day. That's when you
receive an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention
your bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

At EWU contact
Captain Hilling at
359-6104 or Toll-Free
&om Spokane 458-6288.

AIMYROTC.
•ALL10UCAN·II.

This year's "Mallet Madness"
concert will provide an opportunity to hear a wide variety of
percussion solo and ensemble
literature as well as feature some
of the northwest's finest young
high school and collegiate level
percussionists.
Included on the program will
be the Kamiakin High School
Percussion ensemble ( Kennewick , WA.) under the direction of
Mr . John Owen; the EWU Percussion Ensemble and EWU student percussion soloists ; and a

very special performance of Dar ius Milhaud 's Concerto for percussion by Larry Joireman, sophomore at Spokane's Lewis and
Clark High School.
Joireman is currently principal
timpanist of the Spokane Junior
Symphony Orchestra and studies
with EWU professor of percussion studies, Martin Zyskowski.
" Mallet Madness" is co-sponsored by the EWU percussion department and EWU Associated
Students . . . The concert offers
free admission to the public.

Cossu and Aaburg play tonight
Recording artists Scott Cossu
Aaberg, a Montana native,
and Phillip Aaberg will present studied classical music and rock
an evening of piano music on May at Harvard University where he
10 at 8 p.m . at the Spokane Falls received a BA in music .
Community College Music Auditorium ..
Tickets for the event are $10,
Cossu has released five al- available at Mirage Records and
bums, his latest is entitled " Re- Tapes at N. 3916 Division and N.
union." His music is a blend of 222 Post in Spokane .
jazz, classical and ethnic influences .

•
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Science center from page 9-·- - - - - - - - - -
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1

siastic about something, it rubs
off," said Jim Amend, Community Liason/ Assistant Manager.
Amend said he couldn't be an
explainer because he was an
English major. Since he had
worked with Starr on campus
Planetarium programs and the
recent Comet Halley series, he
was offered the assistant manager position .
"It's opening doors," Amend
said. He plans to get his English
degree this year and then go to
graduate school at the University
of California - Berkley. Amend

hopes he will be '1ble to use
experience from the EWU Science Center in similar institutions
in California.
Gay Walker, an Eastern senior
majoring in Health Administration, started as an explainer at
the end of March, the beginning
of the center's spring season.
"I'm getting better," said
Walker, "On slow days we can
work with the demonstrations. I
think I'm more able to help
people now .''
Walker says that first impressions of the center are deceiving

because of the small size of the
lobby .
" We really have to do some fast
talking to get them in the door
and up the stairs," she said.
Once inside the center, a person can almost get lost. "It's
pretty overwhelming the number
of exhibits they have here," said
Walker.
According to Amend, the center's main attractions are an
inflatable planetarium, a huge
computerized heart, a wildlife
canyon which contains wild animals realistically portrayed, a

Mount St. Helens display , and the
Tesla coil which sets off a charge
equivalent to about one million
volts .
Since the center is on a breakeven budget, they don't have the
funds to advertise. However, the
center has been fortunate enough
to get donations in this area,
Starr said.
This is the second year the
Franklin Press has printed brochures for the Science Center
free of charge. These brochures
have been distributed all over
eastern Washington. KREM -TV

in Spokane has donated public
service annoucements regarding
the center.
Any exhibits donated should
really be " people-proof" as they
have to withstand several seasons of handling, said Starr .
Amend says the center has
some special events in store for
the summer season.
There will be a National Science Week which will include
special programs on May 10 and
11 and on May 17 and 18.
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Are You Ready?

The question is, are we ready? Help us write R-Bo, Part Ill. So far, R-Bo's
thirst has gone unslaked. Those wild, Mountain Fresh Rainiers have
matched his cunning with refreshing brilliance. But what's coming next?
Will R-Bo manage to pop a top or two? The answer's up to you. Pop your
own - easily caught at any neighborhood retail establishment - and let
your imagination run wild. As wild as those Mountain Fresh Rainiers ...
Reinier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

Send your Part Ill scripts to:
Rainier Marketing Communications
3100 Airport Way South
Seattle, Washington 98134
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sports
Jones, Jackson win at Eugene

5 Eagles win at SCC Bigfoot meet
by Don Schaplow
Staff Reporter

The Eastern Eagle's track
team had a busy weekend, with
some of the squad competing at
the Oregon-Pepsi Relays in Eugene on Saturday while the remaining members took part in
the Bigfoot Open at Spokane
Community College.
In Eugene, Eagle Steve Jackson was just six one-hundredths
of a second from qualifying for
nationals in the 400 meter hurdles . " It looks like I'll have to do
it next week here at home," said
the junior from Vancouver ,
Washington, referring to this Friday's Pelleur Twilight to be held
at Eastern 's Woodward Field.
"I've got room for improvement
a nd I'm really looking forward to
competing at home, hopefully
lots of fans will come out to
watch ."
PEPSI RELAYS
at Eugene
3000 meter steeplechase
10. Steve Landro (E )
9: 14.42
Shot put
4. Chris Benson (E )
56-6
Two-mile relay
I. EWU ( Violette, Pliler,
Hardebeck, Berg)
7:38.91
High jump
1. Greg Jones (E)
7-3
400 meter hurdles
1. Steve J ackson (E )
51.02
The men 's two mile relay team
placed first and set a new school
record with a time of 7: 38.91 and
the distance medley relay team
took third clocking in at 10: 13.79.
" I'm really happy with both of
those relay teanis, " commented
coach Gerry Martin.
The Pepsi meet was actually
broken down into two meets, one
during the day and one in the
evening. Afternoon highlights included Tim Frost's second p.lace
in the open 400 meters with a time

of 49.34 and the mile relay team's
victory at 3: 20.3.
Eastern discus thrower Pat
Kostecka also had a good d~y
placing fourth with a toss of
171-4; his best throw so far this
year. " I threw 172-2 two years
ago and I'm finally getting consistantly into the l 70's again,"
said Kostecka , " It sure feels
good. "
Lex Strom placed fourth in the
hammer and fifth in the discus
during the daytime meet and
Greg Jones won the high jump
competition that night with a leap
of 7-3.
The other half of the men 's
squad competing at S.C.C. got a
1-2 finish in the triple jump from
Mark Priebe and Clint Janson ,
respectively , in what Martin can-·
ed a " good effort. " Junior Stan
Holman won the 3000 meter steeplechase in 9:22.63.
Sophomore Eric Titus placed
third in the open 400 and sixth in
the 200 meters setting personal
records in both events . Eastern
got strong performances from
John Mires and Dave Stapleton in
the 110 meter hurdles. Mires
placed second with a time of 15.36
while Stapleton was a close third
at 15.53.
Eastern's women 's team got a
first place, personal record performance frorn Kelly Gregory in
the long jump with a leap of 17· 11 .
Sophomore distance runner
Megan MacDermott placed sec'
ond in the 3~1meters
clocking in
at 10:37.83 ; her personal best and
seven seconds short of the school
record.
Other women's results included
D.J . Basta's second in· the shot,
Gina Dobson's second in the
discus, and the 4xl00 metel' relay
team's second place finish with a
time of 50.7. Nancy Selby took
third in the 5000 meters and Amy
Hogarth won the 100 meters at
12.51 in what Duncan called a
"really good performance."
This Friday the men's and

EWU's Stan Holman clears a hurdle on his way to a win in the 3000 meter steeplechase
at SCC Saturday.
women 's teams will compete at
Woodward Field here at Eastern
in the Arnie Pelleur Twilight.

This is the only chance to see the
Eagles compete at home this
season. The field will include

W.S.U., Idaho, S.C.C., North
Idaho, and Gonzaga. Meet time is
lp.m.

Jones, Robison lead Eagle tennis teams to wins
by Vicki Drake
Staff Reporter

It was like an instant replay of
last weeks results as the Eastern
men 's tennis team closely defeated sec 5-4 in a dual challenge
match this week.
Like the week before, Eastern
only won two of the singles
matches and had to come from
behind to win all of their doubles
ma tches to beat SCC.

Jim Robison lost the first set
against SCC's Brent ~attie and
then came back in the second and
third sets 6-3, 6-2 to win it. John
Sylvester was able to win the
tight match 6-4, 7-5 while Eastern's Regan Crema played a
smart game to come away with
6-1, 3-6, 6-3 victory over Houley.
Robison and Thao Tran came
off slow in the first set and lost
3-6, and then came back 6-3, 6-4
against Dwain Porter and Mark
Donnelly. Ken Syrja and Sylvester beat Beattle and Dave Dias
6-4, 6-2, while John Rodriguez and
Dan Vollmer walked away 6-1, 6-1
against Hauley and Berosa.

Regan Crema played well
against Whitworth's opponent
Dave Stephens to win 6-2, 6-4.
Eagle Dwayne Cole .got off to a
good start and won 6-1, 4-6, 6-4
over Robert Clancey. Barnes and
Cole also teamed up in doubles to
defeat Miller and Lousse 7-6, 6-3.
The women were able to win
two straight ~ual matches this
week, 6-3 over Whitworth and 5-4
over the Community Colleges of
Spokane.
Karen Jones took Toni Fenner
6-0, 6-3 while Bonnie Erickson
won 6-1, 6-1 over Krista Price.
Karen Blakeley easily won over
Nobuko Tanaka, while Gina Comella was challenged by Kelli
Beerch 6-7, 6-4, 6-3. Herold noted
in doubles that Jones and Erickson let down some in the second
set, but came ba~k and pJayed
well ~ their s-a; 2~., s-:2 win. _

" In the doubles, SCC's coach
changed his doubles team from
the last time we played them, and
we beat them worse this time,"
said coach Sunya Herold.
The men lost against Whitworth 3-6, but, Syrja, Sylvester
and Vollmer were able to win
their matches 6-4, 7-6; 7-5, 6-3 and
'4-6,,6-4, 6-:1 respeetiv-ly.
•
"I was pleased that ~Y were
~•inst the GCS '!Om~n, Jones
able ·to play all nine platers and
went ~p against their top singles
that· they 'had ·a·-aooc1· sbowiilg;"·•-.' ;player, ~•l~ _Murphy. Murphy .
said Herold.
thrives on hard hit balls, but
•
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Jones was able to mix up her
shots to win 6-4, 6-2.
Blakeley played well to win 6-4_.
6-4 over third seed Julie Staples
and Lida Gear won 6-4, 6-0 over

Taerese Goebel in the sixth seed.
The women will be on the road
to compete in the Mountain West
Athletic Conference held in
Boise, Idaho May 10 and 11.

Red bests White
at Pasco; both ready
for Killan ·Saturday
The Eastern Eagle football
squad will complete spring
scrimmages Saturday afternoon
in the Orland Killan Scrimmage
and Lobster Feed. Kickoff time
for the scrimmage, being played
at Woodward Field, is 2 p.m.
In a tune-up scrimmage for the
~illan game, the Eagle red squad

1eat the white team,. 28-16 last
,atur~y . at Edgar Bro~ Staliurn in Pasco.
The gamf! marked a ·homecoming for Eagle · tailback Jamie
Townsend, a Pasco native. Town-

send rushed for 99 yards and
scored one touchdown on 20 carries and caught six passes for 48
yards.
Red quarterback Rob James
completed 19 of 29 attempts for
208 yards and three touchdowns.
White quarterback Jon Snider hit
on 16 of 19.
for 145 yards.
Most of Snider's passing yards·
was split between · receivers
Craig Blum, with 53 yards on five
catches, and Jon Vea, with 58

passes

yards on four receptions.

' .

The red iqUad ~ O U ~ the
white in total offeme, 433-238.

,,
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Death of USFL
NCAA rules committee is
now close at hand again considering changes
1

The death bell for the USFL is
now beginning to toll.
Last week, a federal judge
rejected four major points of the
USFL's antitrust suit against the
USFL. Claims by the USFL that
were rejected included:

2 Minute
Warning

by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

Trophy winner from two seasons
ago.
There may be only one thing
left to save the USFL. Merger
with the NFL. The problem now
is to convince the NFL that.
The senior league has said on a
number of occasions that merger with the USFL is out of the
question. Herschel Walker would
look good in a Dallas Cowboy
uniform . But he doesn't look too
bad in the New Jersey General
outfit.
So how does the USFL change
the attitude of th.e NFL?
The USFL now neerls to realign
the league to put the best players
on teams in cities where the NFL
may feel it may be ready to
expand the league. These include
Oakland and Baltimore, where
people are crying for NFL football again, and Phoenix, Birmingham and Memphis, prime
markets for professional football
overlooked by the NFL.
Then, the USFL must move
what could be its best team, "the

against boosters and coaches .
• Limiting the total income of
coaches, specifically from such
things as summer camps and
shoe contracts.
• Length of playing seasons.

by Steve Smith

Sports Editor

The NCAA rules committee is
proposing steps that could lead to
a reduction in coaches salaries
and increase benefits for athletes
while making major changes in
the present recruiting process.
In an interview last week with
the Associated Press, NCAA head
Jack Davis of Oregon state said
the policy-making NCAA council
has pinpointed four areas for
possible action at the NCAA
convention, scheduled for January 6-10, 1987 in San Diego. These
include;
• Financial aid and amateurism, which may drop prohibition

Davis said an ad-hoc committee will be formed to study the
questions and suggest possible
rules for the next convention. He
said that raising the issues has
raised concern from some NCAA
member schools, but does not
necessarily guarantee that action
will be taken.
"We hope to have some recommendations from the ad-hoc committees by the next council meeting in August," Davis said. "By
then, we should have a much
clearer idea of what might happen."
Davis said the financial aid
question will concentrate on

against student-athletes who re-

ceive "laundry-money" and expense paid visits home.
• The recruiting process, which
includes placing restrictions

• that the NFL is legally limited
to one network contract at a time.
•that the NFL hastened the
demise of the All-American Football League, which folded in 1950,
and the American Football League, which merged with the NFL
in 1970.
•that the USFL could cite a
number of other antitrust suits
filed against the NFL, including
several by players and the Los
Angeles Raiders after their move
from Oakland.
•that the NFL conspired to
~eny the USFL access to big-city
stadiums and qualified game
officials.
Still, the USFL claimed a victory. That throws me a bit.
The USFL will be allowed to
show that the NFL pressured
CBS into not granting the World
Football League, which folded in
1975, a television contract.
Now, I can see where that could
give the USeless Football League
a little confidence as it prepares
to battle the NFL. I don't, however, think that it will be enough
to win the USFL the $1.32 billion
they're looking for.
So, where will that leave the
USFL as it heads into its first fall
season and an attempt to buck
head-to-head against the NFL.
It leaves them in a bit of trouble
because the things that killed off
the World Football League back
in 1975 are beginning to rear an
ugly face at the USFL.
First, there is the case of the
Boston-New Orleans-Portland
Breakers, which saw three cities
in three seasons. They won't see a
fourth city or season; the franchise, deep in a financial ·bog,
sank out of sight.
The same thing happened to the
WFL. The Detroit Wheels (I had
to go deep into the sports vault for
this one) moved from the Motor
City to Shreveport to Charlotte in
a matter of a year-and-a-half.
The USFL has money problems. Serious ones. In its first two
years, franchises in San Antonio,
Portland, and Oklahoma all faced financjal disaster. This is what
caused the death of the WFL.
The USFL has tried a new
approach to its problems . . . the
interleague merger. 'lbe big one
of note is the merger between the
New Jeney Generals and the

Houlton Gambl. ., which leavm
them one team with Jim ~ .
tbe
record bolder farlllGlt -yardl palllDC In a NIIOD.
and 'Daul ,.._, tbe. Heilmln
. ' '
.

pnl••IGIM•

•••

The NFL draft is now complete. The next big college athlete
auction coming up is the NBA
draft and already, the flood to the
gate of prospective players has
begun.
Dwayne Washington of Syracuse, William Beford of Me~phis
State, Chris Washburn of North
Carolina State and John Williams
of LSU have all said they will be
in the draft. These were four of
the top undergrads in the game
this year. They may be followed
by other top stars as David
Rivers of Notre Dame, Danny
Manning of Kansas and this
year's top player, Walter Berry
of St. Johns.
They are (or could be) joining
such top players who will graduate to the NBA as Kenny Walker
of Kentucky, Johnny Dawkins of
Duke and Brad Daugherty of
North Carolina.
So, what do these undergraduates who are coming into the
league next year all have ip
common.
They're all making a big mistake.
I'm not saying they're not all
talented. They are. In time, they
should all be major stars in the
league.
But, the key word here is time.
Four yea.rs of college basketball is learning experience. It's
where you learn to run offenses,
work on your defense and become
a great player. The NBA is where

-~-....,,

NCAA rules now F Ohibit athletes from receiving anything
but room and board and funds for
tuition and educational expenses
such as books and laboratory
equipment.
"Some allowances could be
made for student-athletes expenses," said Davis.
"The idea is to focus on some of
the major issues," said Davis.
'We've classified four issues that
need to be studied further by the
committee.''

completes spring drills Saturday
in the Orland Kilian scrimmage
and lobster field. Kickoff for the
contest at Woodward Field is 2
p.m.
The Eagle baseball team concludes it's home slated as they
host Washington State in a Pac-10
Northern Division doubleheader.
The opening pitch is scheduled
for noon at Chissus Field.

•••

The 1985-86 Eagle home sports
season comes to an end this
weekend as the basebalJ and
track teams host meets and the
spring football drills come to a
close.
The 15th annual Arnie Pelluer
track and field Invitational is
scheduled to begin on Friday
afternoon at 1 p.m . The co-ed
meet is dedicated to the former
EWU track and cross-country
coach.
The Eastern football team

•••

Eastern's women's basketball program has signed a third
athlete to a national letter-of-intent for next season.
The Eagles have signed Dana
Huffer, a 6-foot-2 center from
Clearfield High school in Utah.
She averaged 15 points, 10 rebounds and five blocks a game.
Huffer led her team to the Utah
girls state championship in 1985,
and a fifth place in 1986. She was
selected to the All-Utah first
team and was chosen to play in
the Utah girls state all-star
game.
Susan Smith, a 5-foot-8 wing
from Mt. Vernon, Ill., and Angie
Coleman, a 5-foot-11 wing from
Chelan have signed to play for
Eastern coach Bill Smithpeters
next season .

Come and get your

Mother's Day
gifts
at

ci

Calico Cat

. ..-,..-h1111L!._. • u ..-uuutr,•. ,tor.:
~

HOS Second St.
235-5337

, Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

•••

get the same money, but your

.Waymon Tisdale of the lndianapolll Pacen. Wblle at Oklahoma,
fllclale WU arpable one of the

Eastern Washington University men's basketball program has
announced that they have signed
Randy Smith, a 6-foot-5 forward
from Oakland, to a national
letter-of-intent for next season.
Smith, a transfer from Chabot
JC, was all-league and all-state
while he was at CJC. A 1984
graduate of Oakland's Technical
High School, he averaged 19
points and nine rebounds a game
for Chabot last season.

Eastern athletic director Ron
Raver announced this week that
Central State of Oklahoma, one of
the top ranked teams at the
NAIA's Division 1 level, has been
added to the Eagle football roster
for next season.
The game between the Eagles
and CSO is scheduled for October
18 at Joe Albi Stadium in Spokane. Central State was 7-2-1 last
season and ranked number two in
the nation. They qualified for the
NAIA national tournament, but
were beat by Harrison State of
Arkansas in the first round, 18-15.
Central State returns most of
last year's team, led by quarterback Glenn Walker and running
back Eddie Goodlow.
Eastern opens it's 1986-87 football sch,edule September 6 at Joe
Albi against Boise State.

you play no defense, score 150
points in a game and where many
young hardship players who
jumped early have sank out of
sight.
Some great players have left
college early for the NBA and
been good. That's like being
demoted from company president to vice-president. You may
looked upon very differently.
An example of this would be

"We're going to be looking at
the whole issue of amateurism ai,
well," said Davis. "Restrictions
m travel might be loosened up. "

Sports b r i e f s - - - - - - - - - -

Generals with Walker and Kelly,

out of the Meadowlands of New
Jersey and into New York City,
the nation's other football-less
city.
These are the steps that the
USFL must take if they want to
survive.
Because, for the USFL, survival may mean the NFL.

"what limitations there ought to
be in the total grant-in-aid in
revenue sports as well as other
sports."
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BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED APARTMENTS
New complex Is under construction in Cheney, WA.
1 bdrm., rent $209 mo.
2 bdrm., rent $260 mo.
Energy efficient, low utilities-average cost per month: One
bdrm-$35.00; two bdrmM1.00. Units have deck or
patio. Apply now to secure a .
unit and enjoy a brand new
apartment for Sept. 1, 1986,
xcupancy.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL:

Tony Parlsa & Jamie Stupey
Coed Softball

We Deliver Heating Oil

CHENEY REALTY, INC.
2'M111

-a..,

1aaF1ret ......
Equal Houlltf# Opportunity

II
II

Bill's FILLS
103 First - Cheney

235 4400

...

P..aJ~ 1 \ ~ .

NO\V

T~~ i~t•"""'

M1'Y -8!! 1,~-

need wins & UW losses

Eagles battle for last spot in Pac-10 tourney
The Eastern Eagle baseball
team is struggling to keep in the
hunt for the sixth spot in this
season's Pac-10 North tournament.
It's a good thing that Lewis and
Clark State isn't in the Pac-10.
Eastern might have been eliminated this weekend if they were.
The Eagles gave up an 11-run
fifth inning to the Warriors in
Sunday's contest as they fell to
the defending NAIA national
champions for the second time
this season, 13-5.
The Eagles now need a combination of six in either EWU wins or
University of Washington losses
to take the sixth and final tournament position. The Eagles, now
19-27 overall, 5-15 in the conference, face a doubleheader Sunday
against Washington State while
the Huskies match up against
Portland State and Oregon State
this weekend.
Against the Warriors, Eastern
never held a lead, falling behind
1-0 before LCSC's offensive explosion.
Actually, one might say they
sort of walked on in to the win .
Eagle pitcher John Schutz
threw free passes to four of the
first five Warriors. That, combined with a fielders choice to
Montie Phillips, gave Lewis and
Clark a 3-0 lead.
Schutz gave way to reliever
Kevin Stalker, who proceeded to
walk Mike Crown, allowing another LCS run to score. Stalker
then gave up a pair of two ·RBI
doubles to Dale Bonfield and
Brett Holley, an RBI single to
Larry Pride and a three-RBI
double to Lonnie Phillips that
buried the Eagles in a pit to deep
to dig out of.
Eastern answered with four
runs in the bottom of the fifth, but

Eastern's Scott Becker takes the Incoming throw in EWU's 7-3 win over Gonzaga. The unidentified Bulldog was out of
the play.
·

by then, the damage had been
done in this one. After singles by
John Bridges and Steve McDonald to open the inning, the Eagles
scored on an RBI single by Ken
Williamson and a two-run homer
byJayFdx.
McDonald again led the Eastern hitting attack, going 2 for 4.
In acti,n from last week, theEagles got a win in the conference with)l 7-3 win over Gonzaga,

but dropped a doubleheader to
WSU, 12-6and 13-10.
Cougar junior Mike Meyers'
three-run triple in the bottom of
the eighth inning of the second
game gave WSU the win in a
game tied at 10 before his hit. Six
EWU errors in the game kept the
.Cougars close throughout the
contest and set up Meyer for his
late game heroics.
"Their cent.erfielder was play-

ing shallow the whole game,"
said WSU coach Bobo Baryton.
Eastern coach Jim Wasem ordered Fox to walk Jeff Hooper,
leaving the bases loaded for
Meyers, hitting in a pinchhit
situation. He hit his shot over
centerfielder Scott Dovre.
Against Gonzaga, Dirk Larson
and Dana Schmerer combined to
give the Eagles a badly needed
win in the conference.

Schmerer hit a run-scoring
double and his fifth homer in six
games in the contest. He is now
only one homer shy of the school
record of nine home r4ns in a
season.
Larson, mixing his pitches like
a well trained bartender mixes a
martini, struck out nine· while
giving up only six hits. He is now
3-6 this season in 10 appearances
on the mound for EWU.

Trainers ready to cure any athletes injury
by Vicki Dr~ke
Staff Reporter

When an athlete runs into a
problem with an injury, they turn
to Eastern's head athletit trainer
Lynn Conley and her staff assist:-.
ants.
Lynn Conley, before coming to
Eastern, worked four years in
Nebraska. Two years were spent
as a graduate student working as
an assistant athletic trainer,
while the other two she spent as a
trainer at the University Nebraska of Omaha.
Conley, along with ten to twelve
other student trainers, work with
the athletes, doing everything
from coordinating the student
trainers in working with each.
sport, to evaluating injuries and
justifying whether an athlete is

!Jeeltive Inc.,

able to play or not. They deal with
preventative taping and rehabilitation.
Her staff is assigned to indivi"
dual sports, and some travel with
the team. They get the task of
evaluating ·the initial injury.
There tends to be a lot of knee
injuries.
"Throughout the many encounters I've had, I've noted that
there has been a lot of athletes
who made a big comeback." Conley .said, "You don't get a lot of
think-you's . . However, they are
expressed · in many different
ways.
· "When I worked with Kevin
O'Conner who had a dislocated
shoulder due to a football injury,
I spent ,time with him while he
was having surgery as well as
when he went through rehabilita-

tion." she said. "It was a great
feeling, when he was back on the
field that night before a big crowd
when he intercepted the pass.
"You could hear the screams
and yells coming from the fans,
that alone was the biggest thank ·
you." she said. "Just.seeing him
out there able to play again gives
you a wonderful feeling. ''
While talking to some of the
athletes on campus, they expressed their thanks through the
big smiles on their face, as they
told their story of their injury,
and how Lynn was able to help
get them back out there quickly.
"Lynn has a deep and thorough
knowledge of athletic training. I
sprained my ankle right before a
tennis challenge match and I
didn't think I would even be able
to compete that day." said tennis

ia11111r11a111a, eot1111its

108 0 Street, Cheney, WA 99004

BEEHIVE PRESENTS
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

JOYCE

12" PIZZA $1.75-W/PITCHE~ BEER
OR CO~E ....:................. $3.00
.FISHERM~N'S ea.EAKFAST ... $2.19
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player Regan Crema. "However,
with the help of Lynn's expert
attention, I successfully completed the match."
Conley has many staff trainers
working under her for the various
sports. "I have never had the
same trainer twice, but I am
really happy with both of my
trainers this year," said tennis
coach Sunya Herold.
The trainers are unable to
attend practice everyday, so if an
at)llete is injured, he is sent to
the training room before practice. However, the trainers put in
their time. For tennis, they are
there 45 minutes before the
match begins and stay until the
end.
"A lot of time is involved when
you add up all of the men's and
women's matches," said Herold.
"We have them on site for -our
home matches only in tennis, in
case of an injury on our team or

on the other foam.
"They are very helpful and
easy to work with. They're the
ones who are making sure the
injured athlete is doing the steps
it takes to heal the injury.:• notes
Herold.
"I ran a workout with the track
team one afternoon, and after the
run I was having some problems" said Michael Radford, an
Eastern student, who is involved
in athletics solely on his own,
came to the training room for
advice on a knee problem. "I
spoke with them following the
run. They felt it was infl~med due
to the aggravation to the bursa."
The athletes who -come limping
into t~e training room with minor
to ser,ious injuries, usually tend to
have a fast recovery and are able
to be back in action due to the
help of Conley and ·her ·staff
members.

Eagle Scoreboard
EWU5,CCS4

FRIDAY, MAY9
Coed track at Pelluer Invit.
(EWU, 1 p.m.) .
SATURDAY, MAY 10
Women's tennis at MWAC Tournament (Boise).
SUNDAY,MAYll
Baseball vs. WSU, 2games (Chis.sus, Noon) .
Women's tennis at MWAC Tournament (Boise).
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14
Baseball at PAC~lO Northern Division Tournament (Spokane).
PEPSIRELAYS
at Eugene
men's results
Distance relay

3.EWU

10: 13.79
4x100 meter relay

3.EWU

42 ·17

3000 meter steeplechase
10. Steve Landro <El

9 : 14 ·42

Shot put

~

4. Chris Benson <El
Two-mile relay
1. EWU (Violette, Pliler,

Hardebeck, Berg)

TENNIS

MEN'S

SPORTS SCHEDULE

7:38.91

High jump
1. Greg Jones (El

7-3

400 meter hurdles
1. Steve Jackson (E)

51 -02

1. Robison (E) d. Beattle, l-6, 6-3, 6-2

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
studerit.

3.
4.
5.
6.

4. Dias (S) d. Rodriguez, 7-5, 6-0
5. Sylvester (E) d. Bruscoe, 6-4, 7-5
6. Berasa (5) d. Vollmer, 6-4, 6-7, 7-6

Red01477-28
White9070-18

PASSING

LCSC 13, EWU 5

men's result.a
3000 meter steeplechase
1. Stan Homan CE)
Javelin
3. Phil Smithson CE)
4. Alan Meyers (E)
Long jump
4. Todd Anderson CE)
ll0hurdles
2. John Mires CE)
400meters
3. Eric Titus CE)
Shot put
1. Leroy Walters (El
Triple jump
1. Mark Priebe CE)
2. Clint Janson CE>
women's results
5000meters
3. Nancy Selby CE)
5. Michelle Le Gresly ( E)
High jump
3. Jill Heinrich <El
Long jump
1. Kelly Gregory (El

2. EWU

9:22.63
174-5
172-1
20-3¾

15.36
51.56

53-8
46-0

45-71/4
19:48.27
20: 10.4
5-0

17-11

1500meten
2. Marla Barney (E)
5. Mindy Ball CE)
6. Penny Wilder ( E)
Shot put
2. C.J. Buta CE)
5. Wendy Wheeler CE)
IIIO hurdles
2. Kelly Gregory CE)
· Triple jump
4. Dawnell Howard (E)
100meten
1. Amy Hogarth CE)
BOO meters
6. Wendy Wheeler CE)
Javelin
2. Jo Ethridge <E>
3. Terri Amonson CE)
4. Stormi Olson CE)
200meten
3. Amy Hogarth (El
3000meten
2. Megan McDermott CE)
6. Amy Cory CE)
Discus
2. Gina Dobson (El
nd

50.70
5:01.61
5:20.73
5:26.85

18.34

»4¼
12.51
2:32.85
130-10
129-5
124-3
26.39

10:37.83
11 : 12.79
124-6
117

(continued from pa;eLa/~j-A_er_son-(E-)- - ---0

McDaniel averaged 17.1 and
eight a game.
Ewing and McDaniel stayed
with their schools, Georgetown
and Wichita State, respectively,
for four years. They were able to
learn from some of the best
teachers in the game. College
basketball coaches are meant to
teach the game. NBA coaches are
merely babysitters for million-

The NBA should reconsider its
policy of .:.!~-"wing some athletes
into the draft. By dropping their
rule allowing undergrads into the
league, they will give the athletes
no other choice but stay with the
college game for four yea~s. They
will get better players.
These kids will also graduate.
The NBA will get better people,
too.
Think about it.

001
000

0
0

11

0
4

010
000

1
3
Callahan, Sonntag (6) and Bonfield; Schutz, Stalker (5), McDowell (8), and lssacson.
HITS: LCS-Phlllips 2, Bonfield 2.

4x100relay

CCS BIGFOOT OPEN
at Spokane CC

13
5

10
8

EWU- McDonald 2.

EWU 7, GONZAGA 3
GU 100002000- 3 83
EWU0.11010 llx - 7111
Hamm,,Beach (5) and Burkhardt; Larson

and Issacson.
HITS: GU-O'Neill 2. EWU-SChmerer 2
<HR>, Plew 2, Isaacson 3.
WSU 12-13, EWU 6-10
First game
EWU 1002120- 692
WSU008400x -1290
Schmerer, Schutz (6) and Issacson; Norman
and Snyder.
HITS: EWU-McDonald, Schmerer. WSUSmith 2, Hooper 2.
Second game
EWU 222 011 200 - 10 15 6
WSU 410 10133x - 1312 4
Olson, Fox (7) and Issacson; Hubbel, Hinrichs (6), Pellerin (8) and Snyder.
HITS : EWU-McDonald, Schmerer. WSUSmith 2, Hooper 2.
Second game
EWU 222 011200 - 10156
WSU 410 101 33x - 13124
Olson, Fox (7) and lssacson; Hubble, Hinrichs (6), Pellerin (8) and Snyder.
HITS: EWU-Dover 2, Bridges 3, McDonald
2, lssacson 3, Plew 2. WSU-Wycgff 2, Wollen 2,
Smith 2, Johnsen 2, Cruikshank 2.
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IASE■ALL STATlSTICS

-■tttng
STRUEFERT

AB
2

A
0

6

3

1!,4

25

22

12

,ox
COOi(

GARWOOO
BRIDGES
WILLIAMS

McOON-'LO
SCHMERER
SHULL
PLEW
THOMPSON
DOVRE
SUTHERLAND
BECKER
ISM,CSUN
BArlTON
SPOON
McCARRON
SCHUTZ
RHODES

l'ttc:Nng
Mc DOWELL
OLSON
PLEW
SCHMERER
STALKER
FOX

LARSON
SCHUTZ

110

29

105
171
119
31
134

32

75
32
1
0

0

.500

8
39

,JS,I

0
2
1

17

28

21
16

20

3

88

1,000

23
6
27
12
9

38

20

AYO

2
J
57

37
60
41
10
•1
6
37
19
10

31

136
1•
39
113

H

.370

3

0

w

L

S•

2
5
2
1
2
2
3
1

0

0

1
0
1
4
6
6
3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

I

2

I

24

37

.345

0
3
9

.323

0

306

3
0
1

0

,r

40
9
24
1
16
11
6

.256
.2"8
.221

0

200
188

0

II

0

1
0
0

•2

22
13

000

0

·-·

0

ERA

1B
11

so

46
1
32
35

S4

43

35

33

17

Ap

•

11
2
9
13
10
10
9

3 24
368

5.25
5 73

.,

517
6.16
6.79
10.64

_

'

.355

JOO

.

3l

.352
.351

.272
.257

15
6
0
0

0

HR

8

g

42

30
41

Showie's
414 1st
235-6294
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Goofy's
MAYFEST SPECIAL
Thurs., May 8th
$2.00 Pitchers All Day
Sat., May 10th
$2.00 Pitch~rs All Day

SIGN UP NOW!!!

a
9-

I FEED 5-9
KEGS TO GO

r--------------------~

i NAME THAT TAV! i
I

I

·--------------•
I
I Name: - - - - - - - - - - - 1I
I Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

I Prizes for: The name chosen

I

1
I

The craziest name
The worst name

;

All entries must be received ;
by Tuesday, J\4ay 13th
:
Decision announced Fri., May 16 1

I

1
I

I
I

I

·---------------------·

Introducing:
Sun Country Wine Coolers

-

(Three exciting flavors)

Ght8 A Gift of love
On Mottler's Day~ .
A Gitt Of God!

fishers ot Men B-ible Bookstore
.' . . ,

BASEBALL
LCS
EWU

Pueblo, Coloraao 81009

:

RUSHING
Red- Townsend 20-99. 1 TD

COED TRACK

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE

-,

Wht-Williams UH15, 1 TD
D.Corr 12 .88
RECEIVING
Red- Townsend 6-48
Wht- Blum ~53, Vea 4-58
TOTAL OFFENSE
Red- 74-433
Wht- 58-238

Red- Jamea 19-29-3-208-2
Wht- Snider ll>-19-145-1

Blakely (E) d. Staples, 6-4, 6-4
Gallant (5) d. Hinman, 6-4, 6-3
Nobuyama (5) d. Comella, 4-6, 7-6, 6-4
Gear (E) d. Goebel , 6-4, 6-0

ALSO
SEXIEST LEGS CONTEST
Male & Female·
$50.00 1st. Plac·e. Prize
For Each

401 First In Cheney
At the traffic light

at Pasco

RED 28, WHITE 18

EWU 5, CCS4
1. Jones (E) d. Murphy, 6-4, 6-2
2. Aguilar (5) d. Cundarl, 6-4, 6-2

2. Donnelly (5) d. Syrja, 6-0, 6-4
3. Porter (5) d. Tran, 7-6, 6-4

2 minute warning
best players in the nation. But at
the end of his junior year, he let
the lure of NBA money pull him
over the line.
He did well, averaging 11 .1
points and 7.6 rebounds a game
this season. But, if you were to
compare Tisdale's numbers to
two other who graduated into the
league, Patrick Ewing of the New
York Knicks and Xavier McDaniels of the Seattle Sonics, you see
a noticeable.difference.
E~ing, ev~.n though playing
only two-thirds of the season due
to injuries, averaged 20 points a
game and nine boards a game.

FOOTBALL

WOMEN'S

235-8044
' , Tuea.-S.t. 9:30-5:30

PEACH, CHERRY & ORANGE

SPECIAL $1.25
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

****************~***********
HAPPY HOUR

Dally 4 to 6
$2.00 Pitchers
75e Pints
Thursday
Friday
. Tacos
Spaghetti Feed
5/$1.50
5-9 $1.50

-
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Colleges charged with enlisting in arms race
( CP ) -- A recent report cha rges that " mor and mo re colleges
and univer iti s a r e nl i ·ti ng in
th a ·m race ' ' b taking Pentagon re ~ arc h fun ds, but governm nt nd college ourc s involvd in lhe research say it isn 't
tru

Apparently int nded to enli t
tud nts in the debate over the
.. a rm buildup, the repor t -" ncl Sa m Goes to School ," by
the American Fri nds ervice
Comm ittee -- cont nds that col l Jge · ' have rev r sed polic ies
from the '60s a nd 70s, and
res um ed class ifi ed military r e~0a r h projects ."
' 'Absolutely not,
says Resea rch Dean Thomas Wonderlick
of Brown University , one of the
schools the report says has resumed secret military projects.
" We don 't do any classified research . '
·'Brown, like m0st universities ,
went through a tough time (of
student protests ) around the Vietnam War ," he adds.
Student anger over Brown's
participation in secret research
ultimately resulted in a policy -still in effect -- against taking
money for classified research.

Mo ·t majo r re earch un iv rsicountry adopted
imilar policie. at the sa me time .
Th · m erican Fri nd Serv ice
om mitle" (AF ). a Qua k r
roup which wa a lso a v r_
a c ti ve a nti-Vietnam War gro up ,
im plies tha t more
hool a re
b ing t mpted to drop those
poli ies to cash in on the res arch
ri ·h s the Pentagon offers .
Th rr port projects D partrnent of Defense-sponsored r earch a nd developme nt will hi t a
peacetime high of $39.3 billion
thi yea r .
rn an interview , AFSC reea rcher Tom Conrad clarified
that , while the Pentagon didn 't
actually s pend $39 .3 billion on
research this year, the long-term
contracts it awarded to schools
a nd others ultimately would be
worth that much over the following years.
The Defense Department says
its research budget this year is
$1 .024 billion -- just 2.6 percent of
what ' Uncle Sam Goes To
School " claims it is -- and probably won 't exceed $986 million
for the next fiscal year.
And the number of schools
involved in military research,
tie a round th

rather tha n "· k rocketing ," has
r main d about the am du rin g
the pas t fiv
ea r ·, according to
p · v iou AF reports .
" ncle am ,oe To S ·hool "
i on of a I w of r - nt studies
warning of a rena i anc in
wa r-re lat ed re ca rch at olleges
a nd universities .
For instance, p titions to kee p
trategic Def nse lnitia ti v res a r ch off ampus have been
~ ign d by physic prof es or at
mos t major engineering schools,
with scientist in other disc iplines joining the drive.
And liberal arts scholars last
yea r urged their ·chools to refus e
Pentagon intelligence contracts
for classified r esea rch on Africa
and Latin America .
Students have yet to enter the
debate in a large way . And many
of the recent reports seem to be
aimed at edu ~ating them about
the "ca mpus Pentagon connection. "
"We have to remember that the
Pentagon is not a vast, neutral
work-placement agency, " Conrad says. " It's still military-oriented. And people are starting to
raise that issue."
Students in particular, the

l•'ri nds report ays , s hould note
·'th DOD has t pped up contro ls on its campus proj ec ts by
x luding for ign tudents from
some faci liti es nd from certain
resea rch pre entation conferences .''
But ·onrad the report 's reea r h director, could not specify
a ny colleges where such bans on
fo re ign students wer e in e ffect.
The report's source of inform ation , n Nt=>w York Times editoria l,
did mention Ca rnegi e Mellon Unive rsity in connection with DOD
plans to prohibit foreign students
from supercomputer faciliti es,
vnrad says .
But Braden Walter , dean of
student affairs at Ca rnegie Mellon, says no one has asked his
school to restrict foreign students ' access to such facilities.
The government, which is funding the supercomputer centers,
has asked other schools to impose
such restrictions, says Brown 's
Wonderlick. The National Science Foundation, which distributes much federal research
money, wants to deny foreign
students access to the supercomputer Brown shares with Princeton.

" We ' r e a rguing this point, '' he
says . Brown has yet to gain
acccs to the Princeton computer
because of uch policy disput s .
The P entagon itself says its
classi fi ed contrac ts also m ay
tipulate ,that s tudents from
' ' non-a ll ied countries " be excluded from res ai· ht ams .

International
from page / . - - - st udents . John Udokwu , who is
from Nigeria and has been here
three years said, " School fees.
I'm sure any of them (foreign
students) you talk to will tell you
that." This was echoed by Lolita
Bannerji, from Singapore,
who simply said , "School fees
and tuition," when asked about
her concerns.
Mickey Maini, from India, and
Ameer Syed, from Pakistan felt
that communication between international students and American students, and between the
international students themselves was lacking. "There is no
social involvement between
Americans and international stu-1
dents, the most important aspect( in foreign study) is social integration," said Syed. Maini feels
there is a communication gap,
"Because of the different languages, many of the international
students can't communicate
well, " he said.
PAUL, It's unfair to bring an unwanted baby into the world, Patty.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 3262142.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Union Park Apartments, recently
refurbished. One bedroom, easy
care apartments. Swimming pool ,
hot tub. For further info, call 2356155.
EMMANUEL LUTHERAN DAY
CARE, 639 Elm, Cheney, is now

accepting registrations for Spring
Quarter, ages 2-10, and will be offering preschool & kindergarten
before and after-school programs.
Qualified, concerned and loving
· staff, fully accredited and licensed facility. Hot lunches and
Christian atmosphere provided.
For more information or appointment, call 235-2894 from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. or 838-3966 after 6
p.m.
WANTED- Two refined . women,
college students at least ?.O years
of age for cooking ana housekeeping at large Coeur d'Alene
Lake summer home from approximately June 1, until September
20, 1986. Separate living quarters
prorided. Only responsible and
q'-'alified need apply. Salary ,;750
per month. Write Mrs. H. F. Magnuson, Box 469, Wallace, Idaho
83873, sending complete resume,
experience, qualifications.
WENATCHEE area students: Earn
transferable credit this summer.
Get required classes out of th~
way in a relaxed setting. June 23:
Aug. 14. Call Wenatchee Valley
College scheduling office, 509662-1651.

BUOWEISEAe,,: : G OF BEEASe•AHHEUSEA•BUSCH. INC.•ST. LOUIS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries. Excellent earning potential. Large variety of
jobs. Earn $600 + /week In cannery, $10,000 + for 2 months on
fishing boat. Our detailed booklet, full of invaluable information
Including transportation, employ:
ment listings, town descriptions,
job descriptions plus a number of
helpful suggestions to save
money, time and effort acquiring
one of the thous.inds of jobs. A
must for anyone considering employment In Alaska. Send $7.50
to M&L Res6arch, P.O. Box 84008,
Seattle, WA 9812...

